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.ABSTRACT
·,A. symmetrical multi-story frame under symmetrical vertica110ad
may. buckle· sideways, if the ·load reaches the'critica1 buckling: load .
.~n .this disser,tation .anenergy method has been Ilsed to ,determine
the' buckling load of:frames in.the·i~e1astic·range-as·we11as in the-e1as-
· tic.range. The:-problem,is _·solved· by,extending;the Ra1e.igh ...Ritz method .
. Deformed .. shapes of beams and colUmns are assumed, boundary conditions at
· joints of members are· imposed, ·and the total bending ,:strain.cenergy and. po-
tent~a1 energy of external loads of the frame are expressed ·as .functions
of deformation parameters. The buck1ing.1oad of a frame-is obtained by
:solving a .buckling ·condition. resulting ·.from· minimization.of the total
.potentia1 energy of the' frame •
. For a frame -with· s 1~nder.co1umns.,the frame buckles in the
. .
-elastic range and the·effect of primary-bending ;moment upon.buckling
of the-frame'i,s not -significant. - Therefore-the frame is assumed under
·concentric' column -.loads.
For'frames with medium·s1enderness of columns,. the frame is
likely, to buckle in .theine1astic ·range .. In .·this case - the inelastic
energy method~ can be applied.
In building "frames, . howev'er, columns· are very ,·stout. .There-
· fc;>re the :_fraIil~:might .'buck1e -when some plastic 'h-inges' have developed
in the-frame. The discontinuity due to-hinge. rotation is another
-' burden. to the ·.buckling analysis of the -building frame .. Moreover,
plastic hinges on one-side of a 'frame undergo. strain ,reversal and be-
·come elastic 'again at the instant o.fbifurcatton.. In this case-the
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frame . under primary: bending :moments was not. solved by exact -method.
The frame·wa-ssolve'ci· by. introduciaghinges. on the· ends of beams
according to ,the .cone~pte:>f·a::deteriorated"frame.. Reductions of stiff-
nes-ses due te:>' prima,ry,-bending moments·, on ~beams and axial_ loads on col-
umns were-taken.into, account •
. A computer-,"progr,am:'£or"inelasticbuckling analysis of an ,.eleven-
story. building :fr,aIile:under concentric ·.column,load.is included.. Another
-program 'for .deforma,tion analysis· of the: frame revea.ls ..the - fact. that- the
. frame,' has: a def.inite',bucklingmode.
. .
Finally, an·exper·imental technique is shown .to ,obtain ".the buck-
ling load of a three-story "frame·. The· results of a frame ,stability test




1.1 Frame . Insta·bility and ,Method of .P1astic :Design
-3
In pla.stic .designofmulti-·story·,frames, the'members arepropor-
tioned by acrite,rion,:,based on, the load 1eading",to ,the formation. of a
failure ·mechanism.· However,. it· is . possible· that the· frame ·as· a whole
may.: buckle ·aLa.. load much-smaller than .the :u1timate.·.10adcorresponding
to ,the· fa·i1ure.:mechantsm.· There·for,e " instability. pr:oblems·may. govern
the .design., of multi,.s.tory. fr.ames .. " According .. to,.the.resu1ts of, some
.single, story.. rectangu;lar.. frame, tests (1. 1), the load-carrying. capacity
of a frame· is on1)" ,:80 to ,90%, o£.: the: plastic ·load. ,For.' tall building
:frames· the, .axia1 ioadson ..:the columns are 'much .1arger .than .. the· load on
the ·beams. 'Under ·such a· high ,axial. load and 'small .bendingmoment on the
I' .
.co1umns" theoverall.instability. prob1embecomescr~tica1and the·frame
,as a.who1e may.·sway.sideways in .. the lower ·st~ry.of the frame. On the
contrary ,fora single-st~ry'frame "with. distributed load on .the,' beam,
it'-.is, likely.; that the,··fai·lure ·mechanismin .the· plastic design .governs.
Therefore,. in .the ana,lysis ofmu1ti-story.·building., frames" an .important
criterionshou1d.be.satisfied, .i. e •. overall i llstability of the frame due
to' high ..axia11oads on .columns .. cshou1d ·be· examined. The· criteria con-
'cerning.-the 'limitationandca·pacity: of. deformation, .lateral torsional
,buckling ,. 10ca 1 buckling::and plastic "strength '.of a member are discussed
. d t·1 1 ~ (1.2)(1.3)(1.4)(1.5)(1.6)
·1n e a1 .·e, sew: .ere. , .•
1.2: ,Sta tement of the' Frob 1em
There' are many.-factors 'which ·.affect,. the buckling: load of, a.frame.
It is essential .to·understand c1e~r1y.each ,of these variables before the
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t,ype of the frame instability. problem 'can :be, classified. ,Once the in-
dividual type'of problem;~is formulated, .suitableva·riables ,can be chosen
·.for .investigation--"acco~ding . to" practical:. necessi ty ;and. their. importance.
The' factors affecting; f.rame .i·Q.8tability tloads .are· .the following: .
. (1) . Slenderness ratio ·of c·olumns... This is .. the most :impor-
·tant factor governing.the·.buckli.hg;load.of a frame 'as
can :be ,seen .from :load . vs.s lenderness 'curve '.of a. frame
· in.Fig., 5.2.
(2) ,Stiff.ness ··of ·beams·. The~,stiffness of. beams is an"impor-'
tant 'fa,ctor ·'affecting., the;:buckling.load of, a frame. ,A
stiffer' beam.introduces more 'restraint on ',columns"at-the
· ins.tant .of-budding.
(3) " Degree', of rest·raint.'·a't.;supports • Pinned " partia l-fixed
· or· fix·-ended ·.cond.{.tions. 'havesubs,tantial .influence 'on
..the·, critical .load· of, a . f.rame" As· shown, in..Table· 6,.2 and
6.3" e·ffective .. length ,factor 'K~ s'-for' fix-e.nded·,frames are
more· than·:,twiceas-much, as those.· of pin-ended .. frames.
· However-,K :values, of pract.ical structures should fall
. somewhere 'between these "two ·,extreme'va·lues.
,(4) . Ty,pes,· of steel. ., Since:"the :stress-strain '.curves and
moment-c~rva·ture··relations ,'vary.,·wi..th .different. types of
. . . . -. '. ~ .
materials ,the, buckling; loads 9:f, frame,s,dif~er. accordingly.
(5) 'Cross-sectional~.,shapes.. Withade.quate ·.lateral bracing,
, a, cross-section,'of·a, membe,r,:,with "a .:larger ,:moment, of :Ln-
'ertia" is more:ef·ficient.in,:resisting·buckling of.a· frame •
. ,Wllen-a""frame', is· loaded ,,·info,the ~ne las tic : range, the r,e-
.27Q.l4 -5
:-aidual.stresses and· yielding patte-rns of a memb.er are
'quite di·fferent -depending '. on-the 'cross-sectional shape
of the'member.
(6) Loading:'conditions .....,Whether . the· loads are . symmetrically
.appliedor, .;whether "they. produce ,primary,-bending :moment
· in.:the' frames· are-factors ,affecting the . instability: of
frames. -, The"structure ·,·might'be 'in·.the 'most -critical
s.ta,te·when, .possibledynamic"loads are ,applied. The
method ·of, analys:is ,presented .. in .,this.. dissertation ,can' be
.regardedas' the'first"s.tep ...toward, the ·.analysis of sta-




In.. the·inelasticrange, . the 'behavior
of a, structure· is- non-conservative· in .its nature. ·When
a . structure -is non-conservative,. the. structure -may.:have
,more'than.one.deformed.configurationunderthe'same·in-
te,nsi ty, of ·load. . Und!er s·train. reversal, mechanica 1
·energy is ' transforme-d·into dissipated heat. ,The-process
:is not :reciprocal.'. ··Therefore, the final status of the
. ~ !,
-structure depen.ds,on·the ,-loading,;hi:story. ',For' propor-
, '.
tionally.· increasing··ver.ticaLand horizonta 1 loads on ,a'
frame,. ,no ,strain,. rever'sal would occur' in 'i~s members.
Howeve'r, a structure may,'under-go 'unloading: in some - part
of the members, ,if the-vertical·.loads are applied,first
. and '-t,hen the horizontal _loads' follow.
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,.(8) Existence' of shear 'wa 11 or bracing. ·In actua 1 building
frames ,thew.a 11s or·even partitions:.help, resist sway .consider,ably .. The
.,
· effect .. of.·braCing.. can.. enforcethe-fram!'!s to'buckle' in.symmetr.ical modes
·which result: in..much.higher;c:dtic-aL.loads '·..than ant-i-symmet;r.ical.modes •
. Typesof.,,,,£r.ame . ins,tabilLtyare,classii'ied according' to' their
: loading ',condit~ori.s .'in:.Fig .. 1. L
. '" .
. Type, A_is,characterized :by;·theb:l.furcation ,of..equilibrium po-
sition at,·the',crLtica1, load. ·.I·f:,,·the ..loads,-,are: nO.t symme.trica 1, .hori-
··zont-al deflection ,develops,immediately'after,:the, verticaL loads are
..... applied.,.as shown .. in:,.t.y.pe'·,B .., .,'r:y.pe,. c. is:.charapterized'b.y:the.. a.pplication ,of
proportional .horiz·ontaland, vertical.,loads ....This i,s.,a· ty,pical problem
.to 'befounq in :mos t ,o~;the.. litea::a,ture." However, ,typeiD,·is a more· prac-
,
·tical situation. The frames, under .verticaL loads are: subjected.. to '.gra-
dually.increasing,.horizontaL·loads. :. The windward cor,ners·will undergo
. ,considerable .,strain:rever,sa1.· . To ,neglect this. effect:·would result in. a
conservative:=analysis.. ,Howeve·r, ..Lts quanti,ta.tive· picture ·is totally
... unknown.'.in -the-analys:i;s ofmulti",story: frames •
. When. the .frame,' is·· prevent-ed .f~om,sidesway'by adequate bracing ,
the,ins.tabLlity,mode: i.s, symme.tr,ical .which-"i's, shown as: type".E •
. ,1.3 ,Review of· Literature
Moretban-200' years.ago ,Euler ·solved .. the- elastic buckling
problem.of compression, me~ers.. Unfor.tuna~ely/,the. theory/he developed
· cannot.coincide.·wi,th..experimenta.l. values obtained .in~the'case·of short
columns in -.the ··inelas,t-ic, ·range. ·Becauseat;.the.,.time ,.relatively/.low.
· streng.th -.mater.ia 1 such ,as ·wood-was- .predomina.nt;. the '. ins tabili ty/ problem
:was not· of primary. importance.·, Th~se. are 'major 'reasons why the· instability
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problem has been neglected by engineers for a long time.
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Since steels and aluminum alloys became the major structural
material, the stability problems have become the decisive factors in
the modern design of bui1ding-s, bridges, and aircraft. In general,
these structures are composed of some members under axial compression
and bending.
The theory and experiments on the instability of individual
members are well developed both in, the elastic and the inelastic ranges.
However, there is much to be done in the, field of rigid-jointed trusses
and frames. A brief description of the historical development of frame
st·ability theory and exper,imenta1 work is included in this article.
" (1 7)As early as 1913, Muller-Breslau . -was the first to use the
three moment e.qua Uon ·mo.dified for axia1 thrus t. ,F. B1eich(1.8) (1.9) ex-
tended the modified three moment equation to the ,stability analysis
of rigid-jointed structures for practical application. The modified
four moment equation was first applied by B1e-ich to calculate the
buckling stress of compression members in trusses. The results of the
analysis led to the proposal of an approximate formula which was first
adopted in German Specification DIN 1050 and DIN 4114 and later in almost
ev:ery country in the world.
Z4 mme"',ma,nn(1.10)(1.11)(1.12), in a . f d 1 d.... " ser~es 0 pa.pers, eve ope
the determinant criterion for frame buckling by considering the frame as
a continuous column with intermediate elastic supports.
The energy method was applied by Kasarnowsky andZetterho1m(1.13)
for the solution of continuous columns with intermediate elastic support.
In 1936, J. Ratzersdorfer solved the buckling load of trusses by the
'276.14 -8
method of virtual .work. ·Almost one year·later·a more general solution
b h h d . . d b 'F B1 .' h 'd H B1 . :h' (1. 14)" Y.' t e energy'met 0 "was presente ' Y' .' el.C an ." el.C . •
.. At the same ,time,·Lundquist(1..15) developed. the· stiffness criteria ·for
· stability.analysis.·of"frames with·rigid·joints .based on" the moment dis-
;
°b 0 O. 1 h ' . th d H-'ff(1.l6)(1.l7)(L18)(1.19)trIo utl.on prl.ncl.p e., Byt e e~ergy. ~e 0 t. 0 . . . .
proved, the· conve~gence-6£: the trioment. 'di~tribudo~.·methodand of. theuni-
. :queness ,of...the. results obtained by., this. method. for':stable .equilibrium.
· The:proo{a-lso'res-ulted ·in,Hoffl·s criterion for stability.
, In '.193.8 t _Ch~alla (h 20) ·made ·a· pioneer.· study on .an~isymmetrical.
!. , .
· buckling of .apin.,ended,.single'·-story,.frame 'with primary, bending .moments
; .
on "the ,frame. . However t :·.the:tne:tl:lo~·is,·: ver,y, com~licated.. ,Perhaps this is
the- reas.onwhy:·most..,of, the efforts'··weredirected· toward,mo~iif.ication·,of
· the moment distribu~ion .method t three .,moment, ,e~ua-tion method and, s'lope'-
",deflection ,method to, s,olveaxially' loaded, frames for·. a lmos t: 20 years.
Am th' h' °b i'd" b L' h,(1.2l> Wi '(1.22) I'· , ong ese ·are' t e contrl. ut ~ms ·ma, E!' Y" 0 , : t '. nter·.. et·a ,.
P '0(1.23) h(1.24) , . :(1.25) 0 1:' d h 'dl (1.26),err,l. t,Kavanag, t.Masur. t·Ll.veseyan·Can er t
W d(1.27) d'M h .(1.2'8); ',., ,,00 . ',t an.,' e,r-,c, ant ..•.
. Since-the ..pr.i.mary.',b~ndi.ng 'imoment is. not .. alw,aysan .important
f h b kl o f 1 f h II' (1.29) d k O hactor .;in.t e'· uc l..ng·..o .. an.e ast·ic· rame. t . C wa ,a ,.an ~ Jo l.SC
.'applied .themodified.slope. deflection ,method to.-ca,lculate critica 1
buckling,.loads of:. two,baytwo-story. frames .with concentrated load on
. ., '
their column .tops. ,Severa 1 buckling '.loadswere obtained corresponding
~to_-the .different;·buckling·modes of the frame.
, (1 30)In 1960, ,Ga ~amb08 •. ,pointe'd out, the importance of, the
effect of pa,r.tial' ,base ~.fixity;upon',buckling:,of,a frame •. Using. the
,columndeflection,!curves' qeveloped by,;Ojal~o(l·3l)t .Lu(1.32) solved
'.!
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the inelastic buckling of single-story frames based on the moment dis-
tribution method due to Winter(1.33) , et ale At the same time Johnson(1.34)
developed an energy method with the aid of the moment distribution method
to solve anti-symmetrical buckling of multi-story frames.
In 1961, the most complete solution of sidesway buckling of
single-story frame in the elastic range·was presented by Masur(1.35), et ale
The authors generalized the modified slOpe-deflection method and moment
distribution method to includ~ the effect of primary bending moments on
the frame prior to buckling.
Within the last few years, the high-speed digital computer has
made possible a completely new approach·to the complicated instability
1 . f f L' 1 (L36)(L37) d 1 d dig1'tal tana YS1S 0 rames. 1ves ey eve ope a c.ompu er
prOgram to solve elastic-plastic structures in 1959. In this disserta-
tion a more direct approach with different assumptions is given with the
aid of digital computer.
A good summary of elastic buckling solutions of frames was pub-
lished by the Japanese Column Research Council(1.38) in 1960. A general
outline on recent developments in the frame stability problem, was pre-
sented by Horne(L39). A survey of literature on the stability of frames
up to 1962 was made by Lu(1.40). In Ref. (1.4), Levi presented the
methods of design and a check against instability of multi-story.frames
based on the concept of subassemblages. Some charts and domait1-s are
developed to check against local buckling, and lateral-torsional buckling
of a member in braced multi-story frames.
Since the turning of the sixty's, many efforts have been directed
toward the energy method. In 1962 Rawlings(L4l) pointed out the appli-
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ca~ilityof energy methods in plastic frame analysis .. Careful study
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. has been .made of relationships among the various components of energy
.. involved when a rectangular.memberi,s bent'beyond the yield points. The
energy.rel.itionships.derived ire applied. to ·examine.d~formationof a
. 1 f' h' l' "J' (1. 42) d
'S1ng e-story. rame 1n. ~·e 1ne ast1c ra.nge~·· enn1t~gs exten s
. : '. (143)'
. Rayleigh's' principle to· solve ~heelastic 'buckling .of two-story
: frames. . In .his ..paper six :functions are 'used to de.fine the buckling mode
, .'
·ofa member .. This res'ults in the evaluation of large 'matrices which. is
not 'verypractical.,forhighly·indeterminatemulti-story:frames.. On .the
. other 'hand, .JohnSOri.(:l~~~.) . simply ..assumedathird ..degree ' polynomial .as
~he.buckFngmode.:of... amembe.r. .The' results of analysis are very. satis-
·factory.. However, . Johnson's method is ..only applicab:leforsimple structure
'with .the aid of moment..di-stributionmethod •.
. In this . di.ssertation, ·an .energymethod has been used. to ·solve
the buckling' of multi-story frames in the' inelastic as well as elastic
range .·For general reference,. the -books by ,Timoshenko (1. 44), .Bleich(1. 45) ,
(146) . ·(147)' . ,
Hoff. .• ,and ·LaSa lle '. . . are particularly .he l.pfu1.
Above is abriefdescription.of theoretical developments in .the
field of frame stability. ·From.thestandpoint·of experimentalinvestiga-
tion, . very. few "test results are· available· due· to .the .complex and expen-
sive·natureof tests.
(1. 48)
. In 1938 "Chwa·lla.. conducted experiments on .the·elasticbuckling
of single-story .-frames to -check the'validity.. of 'his theory.,. Similar tests
. hbid d b L (1.49). I" h 1 iW1t .:.ox.sect ons'werecon ucte y' U ,.. n, recent:· years t ep ast. c.
method of. structural analysishas-beenrapidly"dev~lo~ed.·As a consequence,
. the phenomenon .of instability of partially plastic.frames 'has to ,be··ex-
plored experimentally. .
,
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·,Among these' are the ·tests conducted. by 'Bo1t.on(1.S0), .Gurney(1.Sl) ,
·Sa1em(LS.2,).,;.WOOd(LS3), and .Low(1.,S4) .. In ·1961 yen e~'a1(1.1) .com-
p1ete.d ·some ·ine1astic instability.'tests of single-story'frames .made ·of.
. '. , ,
small wide-flange se.ctions .. Similar ·sections·were used for ·three-story
. frame ..·tests as described. in..Chapte~'7. of this di,.ssertation.
,
1.4 ..:..Scope..·oL.lnvestigation
.~Aspointed.out: in·.Ar·ticle ·1.1, . in,·.tall building ·frames axial. loads
on .columns ' of. the . lower .storeis are· r.elati~e1y· large ·.compared to, the pri-
marY.bending:moments. introduced· by· distributed' loads on -beams. . The high
"axial_loads· on columns ·give·rise.'to, a .poss.ibility. of .a -dangerous phen-
omenon of. o:v:eralL.f.r.ameinstability... When.:.column·..loads- reach. the· cri-
. tical. loads the.- fr,ame.:Inay:.·sway-sideways---suddenly. This, phenomenon .can
.occur.:.a,t .. anY·-'.B.tage, .,whe,ther. :,the "frame' is· in .the .. elastic range . or' in-
. . .
' .. -elas.tic-range, :.de.pending-onthe,stiffness. of columns and beams •
. For'a sing1e-·ar two-story .:frame, .when the .,prima.ry:bending. moments
· are· re 1atively:1ar:ge .compared. to' the ·axia1. loads,. ,it.' is like 1y ,that.. the
· frame .. ,should.. faiL,by'. exce,sstve' bendi-ng .. stress. " In :.othe.r.words, .beam
.mechan~sms.deve.fop.. be·fore,· the: frame··.buck1es. ·A· previous single-story
,'frame- te~t .resu1t :.can·supportthi,s . argument. ·For· example., "Frame·"W-i with
h ' .





stabi lity. . •
.Therefore", in ... this dissertation 'methods are presented . to ' analyze
I
the· instability' of ,elastic and. inelastic 'multi-story _'frames under high axial
.1oads· oJl. co1~n.s. . On·.the· other·hand,. an,.experimenta1. technique ·is. shown
:forinvestigationof·the-instability, of three-story ,frames.
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2. . GENERAL, PRINCIPLES OF:' STABILITY' ANALYSIS
. 2.1 Methods of Frame, Stability ,Analysis
-12
(1) ·Differen~iaLEquation:.Method
-A. differentialequation·.which·determines a deflection' curve
. ,
,can be ,set up,for"e,ach,member of the ,frame (1. 20) ; ,Imposing:theboundary
,conditions",the".differential .equation.can-.be·s.olved, in relatively 'few,
,cases. . F,or . the."solution .of, mu:lti,..s,.tory .. frames, ,the method· b~comes too
~.
, complica ted; for: ,pract~ca1 use,•
. (2) ,Energy: Method
Forexact.,ana lysis, the basic principle, is: . the, second
varia tion', of the' tota 1.· potentia 1. energy ;of the· system· should be vanishing.
. . .(l.4·6) (Art .. 2.3)
:when ~,the ,system' passes from.,stable, to' uns,table ,equilibr1um ',."
However" the 'rigorous establishment '0'£ :the,,'neutral state· of, ~quilibrium
, , '
·by. means o£.variationalcalcul,us· is far :too 'complex.in ,many, cases .. of p,rac-
tica 1. importance. . Therefot:ei,: _a much: s-impler.· and very·,practica l.method
, ',', . . (L 43) , . l
due· to ··Lord ..Rayle-igh. . can. be 'used ·to 'advantage •
. " Fo'r.,-s,tabilitya,nalysis of "highly,'i~determinatestructures. such
:as multi-s.tory,building,:fram~·s,the' benefit -qf simpHcity:by.'Rayleigh' s
, method ,becomes ·more· evident:as can' be .seen',in ·..the ·analysis, of. an ,eleven-
story: frame:: in Chapter '8.
, (3).Simultaneous,-Equation .andMatrix~Method
.. The axial thrust,- :bending ':moment, . rotation ·and.d.isplacement
.are· the, variab lesto,.. express· load...deformationcharacteris,tics of .a·mem-
" ..ber.• ,A number 'of·s.imultaneous"equationscorresponding.to"eo\ich 'variable,
. ·can·,.be, set up ;by,-modified., slope,deflection.me',thod, "three -moment.: equa tion
method -and ·four-moment .equationme·thod..·The· vani-shing. of the stiffness
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° 1 d h b k1' o . dO i (1.45)
.matr1x ea s to:t e: uc 1ng.con 1t on •
(4) Conve~genceMethod
.. This i~ the -method of· successive approximation. The
··,-13
i ,
method ·of moment distribution .. is modified .. to, take into -account .. the·ef-
·fect .of.axia1.. load. ·.·.·.For :buckling ·;:condi tion·. there :are<Lundqu:i,s t ' s




: By;numerica1.integration method,.Oja1vo(2.1) developed
a'series of ine1astic,co.1umn.curves· based on the ·moment-curvature-
. . (2 2)
· thrt,lst .:re1ationships· of BWF-31. sections deve1qped by.-Ketter ..•.An
i
·exact method· of elastic-plastic. ·solution of.,'a ..s.imply.- fraI!le:'was shown •
.. .' (6) . 'Mixed ·Method
Any/method: mentioned above can".becombined· for . the ..so.1-
·utton '0.£· frame, stabil-ity: prob1em·.so, far as.: the"'basic :.requi~ements
'h i' h . i 1 . i ~o d' (1.~8)
.. s own. n.t e t\ext.art c e,~aresats.,L1e .•
2.2 : Basic: Requireme.nts.in,·,TheoreticaLAna1ysis
.As mentioned. inthe'previous artic1e,~·ther,e are·different. met-
hods "of. analysis. . However, ,any ,·th,eory ,'of the, sta,tic ·.beha:V:'-ior· .of: struc- .
tures is. an,e1aboratien" in :one. form ·or .another, :.of the .following
:requirements that have ·to'be. sa.tisfied' by.·any;th~oretica1·state•
.. (1). Equilibrium
·.The· interna l' stresses .. in ..the· structure, shall be· in ,sta tica 1
· equilibrium with externally; applied loads.
(2) . Compat-ibi1ity
.. Since· the· structure i,s ·.statically. indeterminate,. e:quilibrium
.condition.a10ne is· not enough.
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The displacements of the structure ,shall be geometrically, com-
patib1e'with. the internal strains, the internal ·strains- being in turn
, .compa tible 'wi theach ,o.ther.
,(3) 'Conformity,with ,Stress-Strain:,Re1ation,s
In an 'in,e1asticstructure ·the internal stresses and, the
strains, 'or_ :moment ,and 'curva ture.. are 'related ,according : to, thecharac-
teristics of the materials. If the actua1,moment-curvature-thrust
curves_are used, the 'effect of residual stresses is automatically
,taken,into,account.
,However" the .stress-strainre1at,io~ships,given:,hold',good"for
.a" "loading". process only.' A, "loading'~ process is ,defined as a. process
under which "the ,strain: increases under increasing ,:stress. -As, the
. stress in.a .member 'decreases, ,the str.ain .may, ,decrease linearly. even ,if
" the member, is in "the inelastic range., ,In this case the member is un-
loading:e 1as.tica llY. ' .. When part, of the . s tructurehas to undergo 'an
,"unloading", pr<~cess, . the, s·trains in ,this part might not'beunique • ,In
this case.. thestructu,re ·no ,longer obeys the specified stress;..strain
·law. Rather'thestr,ess..,strain re1atioQ.ships are ,the function .ofthe
..deformation ,status ·at:·the· time, of ,unloading. "In·,the, analysis of, a
. highly. indeterminate. structure ". it' becomes extremely, complicated, if
the ·effect,of .s,train ,reversa1 is· taken ,into account., The ,effect of
strain ,reversal.on ,instability.'of. a·', column "under.,e,qua1end moment has
,been. shown'in .Chapter, 8,of;Ref." (,2.3) .... Quaiitatively. it is on .the
,s~fe .. side"to ,neglect tHe 'effect, ,however, quantitative analysis has
not 'beendone 'in ,any. literature • ,Therefore, ,:unique, moment-curvature-
thrust curves of a ,typical ,wide·flange.section, are 'used in the· subsequent
" • I
,development of the theory.
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However, . for frames designed by the plastic 'method, . the plas-
tic 'hinges undergo an unloading process andbecome·elasticagain.,at
· the instant of bifurcation. The -solution .·of· this type of· frame isI •
shown .in.:Ar.t•. 8. 2 •
.2:3.Cr{teriaof~nstability .
. ···Whethera· structure in ..a given equilibrium .state· is stable,
:..
· can be -tested by. introducing .any. infinitesimal disturbing':force or
· deformation~ ·If the infinites.imal dist.r~bing·.force :or"deformation
.causes the:structure· to depart a. finite -:amount.from.thaLstate., ..the·
I .
· structure ·is. said to,< be -stab Ie, and ·the st,ructure 'couldin practice
· remain .underthe' givenioaditl;g ·andbo.undaiy ,condition,s. . By 'considering
the' effect ·of a small.disturbanc.e, . it. is possible to ,determine whether
the ·resulting:.changes,. in .the .. internal.resistance of the structure are
· s.tatically-, sufficient· t.o· balance· the .changes'. in 'equilibri~ conditions
. .
due ·to ,theincremental.deflections and .. external.forces ..,Whenthe
structure is unstable· under. this. test,. an. 'external horizontal. force
·.contrary. to.' the· direction of . sidesway: has to be introduced in order to
. satisfy the -equilibrium '.condition•.While simple' problemsmay.'be
· treated .thu.s, ,iL isusually·;more .consistent:to'use ,the' concept. of total
po.tential.energy-,.for a criterion of stability.•. The total potential
i.ene.r.gy.-must :.be' a· minimum:w.ith. respect,; to ,any:' incrementa 1. state, of de-
·formationiLthe·structure·is to be.s.table .. If the 'potential energy
. is nO.ta minimum,. thenan.infinitesimal.distrubing:force·.willproduce
changes in. deformation .that result 'in .a ·netreleaseof· energy, ·and
the ·structure -will acquire'finite 'velocities .. Therefore,. th,e criterion
·that ·infinitely.small disturbing forces produce·only. infinitely:small
deflections ·will .then:'.be' violated.
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,·As usually expres·sed, the concept 'of minimum .tota1.potential
energy -is applicable' only ·to ,conse·rva·tive ,structures ..·A conservative
· structure ·is .defined ..asa·, structure :which has· a unique·. final state .of
. I
. deformation.regardless· of the·· loading :process.· '. In ',order .to be a con-
·servative·structure" both s·tress-st.r-ain and load-displacement .~r-ela-
. .
tionships of. the,. structure 'm~stbe .single-valued. functions. .The· po-
tential...ener:gy:of an ..external ,load is.·definedbY:,the..,.pr.oduct of the
magnitude ·oLthe·load .and ·its altitude ... The· strain .ener:gy.'is defined
·as ·the ,sum .of the 'internal:.work which .is the".product· of. the.·magni.tude
· of. the .. s·tress and,·inc.remental'"stra-in•. ·Total .potential .. energy.-is the
· sum of these '.two' terms .. ' In .non-conservative.·structures, . the· energy
,·is.continuously;being;expended irreversibly ·due :to .plastic.deformation
.and strain .reversal .in·.some part of. the ·str-ucture~ By adopting·;a
modifiedpotential.energy concept it is,.however,possible ·tostipulate
· a' ·.form .of.the .minimum ·.energy·criterion 'for ·s·tability.-that is applic.ab.1e
to non-co.n,servativestructures, as shown.·in Ref .. (1. 39) •
. In this case ·the"modified ·total .potentialenergy ·(U·+ V .)
. . . . .0 . .0.
should be·used~Let··U --be··themodified.strainenergy·and V:the po-
. n. ..0
·tential.eriergy,"of inelastic·structure •. (Un,+·Vri,) COTIs:i;sts, of the 'po-
.tential.ener,gy. of the ·applied .loads-.~V, the elastic .s.trainenergy·in
·.the .structure.' U . and'·the energy.' absorbed. in .permanent deformation ·.U .•
e ' . p
. The· energy. absorbed in :.plastic ,deformation .depends on. the
loading. part: for ..the ,structure, .and·it'·is assumed.-that.:the· path:.takenis
that.: represented: by'.the'·load-deformation ..curve ... Then:, the -modified. total
potentia~ energy is
E (U+V..) =E,U +':E U ·+·E V
.0 ne p .- (2.1)
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,·According. to: Theorem~13 . in: Reference (1.46), .the equilibrium
.condition ',is: ,the first ...order change in .totCj.l potential must :vanish
for every. virtual displacement ·,when an.elasticbody: is in ,e'quilibrium.
This corresponds to :thecondition:
= '0
... Where' p
.-0 ,I: (Un +Vri)
op .
is·· one ,'of, sidesway., displacements 'of, the system*•
(2.2)
·Equilibriumcondition:Eq. ,(2.2)', is analogous toa'ball on un-
'even·ground. ,The ball'.isin·a,position.of equilibrium,when.the,slope of
"
tJ:1.~· potential,. surface 'vanishes •..Stable equilibrium' is analogous' to a
,
ball ',on ,the bottom of a concave surface •. A .certain .amount :ofwork :is
, r~quired .to' produce any,displacement :away :from·.thiS· equilibrium ·position. '
· In·the ,same .manner the potential.energy, of a; structure 'instable,:equi-
,
, librium ,increases "for any. displacement ,from the position of equilibrium.
· Therefore,. the curvature of the, ,potential ,energy', surface must.be a 'posi-
tive value if the structure ,is ·in·stable"equilibrium.
'. 02 /'I:(U +,:V)
, n .. n ".> 0~2
,0 p
(2.3)
,On·.theother'hand, unstable .equilibrium ,can~be'c'ompared to a
'ball on·a convex:surface·.with a. negative ,curvature 'of potential surface.
· If a structure 'under : loads· is' in .unstable· equilibrium" and displacement
I
causes' the structure ·to 'displace ·furtherwhich .r.esults ina release' of
potential energy as a, form·ofkinetic'energy. ·This decrease'Qf P9ten-
tial.energy. of the ,structure -for any, displacement p " ,corresponds to
02 ,: I:(U -+ V: )
. n nO:(2.4)
o p '2.<
*Allsymbols are defined .in,·Chapter '19' NOMENCLATURE.
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.. .".When the· system ·.passes· from ,stable to' u,nstable .equilibrium
-18 .




. . 'n n
:::>'2<;)p
, ,2 .' .~ 2., ... U ~2,'" V0/ I:U (:] L. (:] L.
,= _ ....._.,;;.e + p +_..,...._
op2 opZ op2 = ·0
(2.5)
~MhEm_total potentiaL energy.- is a .. function -·of. several displace-
-ment .. parameters ,.Eq•., (2.2) . and~ Eq •. (2.5) must .:be -satisfied for' every
'dis placement •
. Since~the'bendingmoment:becomes a constant'value at'a. plas-
.o~I:U
·ticchinge, ~ -0•. The buckling condition is similar to, that of
.o'p -
. an ,elastic structure except :forreplacing:the .plastic hinges' by. or-
.dinary, hinges. ,The critical ,.load .obtained. this way,- is' called the deter--
. d· ill' d· d' d b W: d(1.53)
·l.(;)ra te cr~t ca . oa : ~ntro uce " Y:' ,,00 . .•
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. 3. :MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND' SECTION GEOMETRY
..,OF.~'A MEMBER ',UPON BUCKLING
3.1 ·Section.Geometry:and Residual. Stresses
.-19
.Eu1er'.s .buckling ':fo.rmu1a ·.. suggests· that .the criticaLbuckling
.10ad .. is proportional tOythe 'moment·of inertia ,of, the ,column ·sec;tion.
· Provi.ded ~ local buckling ·:can·be' prevented '.' an 'increase in' the ·moment.
·of inertia of column :.section ',ot'a given 'cross-sectional area results
· in"an ·economica1 ..design... Therefore, "a.'solid ,section 'is 'rare1y ·used.
,Since most· of. 'the.,r,i.gid· frames.in.\>ractice aremade·of,wide flange sec-
,tions, . the efforts ..in ~thisdissertation..,are;directed towardthe'inves-
· tigation ·.of ·the ·load: ..car.rying ~·capaci.ty.'of ;frames :made of such sections •
. Due·to different: cooling;rates after . rolling "of parts" of a wide-
.. f1ange,section, residual stresses aredeve10ped,in·thesection. The
'pattern ',of .the residual. stresses' is ratherregu1arthroughout;the ,r.ange
ofo',wide-f1ange.·sections •. The transi,tioncurves: seen in 'Fig•. 2.1 betw.een
,the elastic and plastic 'regi~ms ·in ·theload-deformation:curves are par-
:tially,'due to ,the action 'ofresidua1 .stresses • ,Unfortunately the buck-
-ling strength 'of columns inthe·inelastic :range is .. so,sensitivetothe
·effect .ofresidua1 stresses ·that· the. -effect can no, 10ngerb.e -neglected •
. The:moment-curvature~thrust·curves 'of actypica1 wide 'f1ange section
:.(8WF31) shown in Article '3~3:,have"been',used: in-,the development 'of the
'energy: method., . The,'effect ;;,0£ ·;:re'~idua1·'stresses is,' automatical1ydn-
c1uded: in .the energy ·method •. ,Since the 'e'ffect of ,residual str.ess·tends
.' to ·shift -the,-moment-curva·ture-thrustcurve·.downward, ,this results' in
·.reducing the capacity. of ·the 'member. to absorb, s~rain '.energy.
-20
· in.'Chapter' 7, ,·E =31, .370 ksi :and
,3.2 :MateriaLProperties.
The momertt.-curvature-thrust .curvesand .~oad-deformation curve
· represent .·.the. sectic>nan~ ..materia"l .properties of the ..membeJ:'s .~" ..As.ma-
· terial.pr.operties the ..modul~sofelasticity. and.yield.st·r.esoS·.will.be
·discussedhere•
.. In.the·'elastic .range ·:themodulus ,of ..elasticity· of ordinary
"A7, steel is .about:E ;=30 :kai . and the 'yield stress. (i1 =33 :ksi. . How-y.
ever, :for :prediction-.of the·buckling:load.of,·the ·mode1frames discussed
(i1= '42.7 'ksi .according to ,results
'y , .
.' obtained.;.from:~s.tub·;'·column:tests •. The; ,sectional pr.operties of, the test
... specimens. are· summariz.ed .in··.Tab1e ·3.1 and: Table' 3.2.
· 3.3 ·.Moment-Curvature-:Thr.ust ,Curves.·of·.,Wide..,F1ange',Section
The"bending ':properties of a ,section.under 'various. axiaL-load:. in-
tensitie.s can:beregarded as the backbone of the analysis .of a structure
, .
'beyond the·e1astic ·J:ange'•. Figure.~2.l .. shows' typica1moment-curvature-
thrust.curves .of,an·:·awF31 section. "The· curve ·.i~ non-dimensionalized
.with ·.respect: to· the yield moment and ':,curvature ·of·. the, section.
'A. .coinputer. pr.ogram·.has· been developed: for: .. ca1cu1ationof .moment-
'. '. (3.2j .
.curva.tur.e-thrust"curves"·0.f .. WF· sections ...• '..C10se, c'omparis.on.:.between
the"two.. ,res.ults·obtained: f01:::.:14WF·246... ·and·..SWF3Lsections ,.shows that.the.
'M -0 ..,P curves ·.0btained.. can:.be·used,f0r·0.ther,.,WFsections.
3.4 .:;.Strain.Ener.gy,.vs.~.. Curvature,.;Re.la,tionships..of...Jiide-"F1ange.Sections
, ..Take.-a unit·le.ngth"of.~WF-,shape,with·yieldmoment.-M and .. corres-
. 'y
. ponding.';curvature ,0.•. Referring:to' Fig. 2.1,. the bending .strain :energy
. y .
· u :stored .in.a unit :length ·of· the beam .. during ·.a curvature -change·-from::O
!to'0 can.be·'obtained:.by: integration·of. the· area. under :the moment-curva-
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·;ture.,- curve·:be.tween the ,0/0 'limits of;O and .0/0 '. for' the particular value .
. y y.
of thr·ust. .The'· strain .energy'may."be non-dimensionalized by .dividing 'u
·by·the"unit strain.energy'at.Yielding·u ,='M.~ •. The non-dimensional
: 'y y y
· strain'.ener.gy u/l.-ly is 'designated ·u. ,Numerically·'this' area ~ is ,the
,sum'of non-dimensio,nal elastic strain 'energyand·the'·energy, absorbed
, '
.in .plastic.deformation. ·Asan, ,.examl'le" .- for a' beam-column: bent in ,the
. (
·,same.·curvature ·0.. ~·0 , the ;areas under.an,·M· ~·.!·i -'p cur;ve"with:P =--'-0"
.' Y .. -.
·and,··,with ,p = .0.8..,are,,0 .496 ,and 0.182. respectively•. Thi·s indicates
. that '.the' high axial ,load.on ·.column ·.reduces· tremendously.'the .. ca.pacity:for
. energy .absor,ption., .,Ano,the,r,."t'ae.-,t"•.oWorthyof .,mentioning here . is' that 'the
, :
·elasticst·r-ain .energy.' is' rather . small compared :to the' 'plastic'· strain
,energy. ,In'other .words, ,after. the first ·.yielding ,:the.·structural member
can ,still absorb ,strain, .energy. several .times as much. ,In order' to
,carry,out a~ea· integrat'ion 'under'M -·0 - .p ..curvesin.:Fig. 2.1,. the
,abscissai.0/0·wasdivided.into'intervals of 0.2. ,The ordinates of:M/My .: '.y
· for:each'P/~ ,.·were ·measured at;:0/0'= 0.2,.·0.4, .0.6 •••• ,up,.to,1.6 •.. The
y' .' y ,
, non-dimensional· sti;'~inenergy:u,:;~as· obtained: as the ,cumulative .sum, :of
each ·.incr,emental.strain.energy. Tl'!-eresultsof .numerica 1 integration.of
tp,e'strai;n,energy, af.M _·i'.,.:~P c~rJes,:are:Plotted__ as u'. -'.~ :curves 'in :
.. '
..Fig•. 3.1.
In ·order·to ,render: the analytical,method...possible, strain en-
·ergy. vs.curvature ,relati.onships under 'various axial,.loads 'should'be
· expressed,in.-mathematical.forms •. Therefore, u: -'ti curves are' fitted
·into. two·.sets of. cur,:ves. .Two "sets· of· curves' are 'used instead . of one,
,for:the sake of accuracy. ,In general
. : 2~ =. f(p) .~ (3~1)
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,"where the coefficient of bertding .strain energy
yep) =0.4509 - 0.1363·P -0 .0425p 2
is good for axial load p. < 0~4and




for axial load p .~ 0.4.
,A maximumof·0 = 1.5 was a 'limiting value in .the~ - '0 curve
fitting. Beyond this point, .~ -0 relationships are simply. a para-
bolic extension of . the curve.fitted. '. Hc;>wever, in reality plastic hinges
can:be introduced for curvatures larger than limiting values. The M-
o -P curves 'beyond points ',j'.= 1.5,.1.4,.1. 2, and 0.8, forP =0,0.2,
.0.4, 0.6, and.0.8 ,respectively, are very, flat. ,Therefore, beyond these
points, the section can be assumed fullyy~elded. Several values' from
fitted curves are plotted and compared.with actual.~ - ;~ curvesin.Fig.
3.1.
~ -,0" relationships are used for evaluation ,of bending strain energy
of columns andbeams'in·the,foll()wingChapters. In general the strain
energy for a member.canbe derived. as follows:
Let·t,"" length of themembe~
M = yield moment of, the membery
o curvatureat.first yield of the membery
P = axial .yield. load of the membery
u :-bending :strain -energy. per unit length
u = nondimensional' bending.strain ·.energy
'.0 nondimensional curvature




total strain energy. of'the member
coefficient of bending·strain.energy
·-23
. "Then the bending· s t·ra in .energy. of unit length ·of a·member
u = u'u =M·0· 1 (p)··i2 ,(3.3)
,y . y y J .
··where U·= f(p) t 2 from .eq•. (3.1) •.·Therefore ·the total bending. strain
.energy for a member. can be obtained by integra.tion of the 'unit strain
energy u ·throughout ·the length '·of amember·.t.
u·= J u· ,dx = r. M .-0 . f(p)'J2dX ='M:0 f(p)f·;1J2 dX . (3.4)
t Jt . y y y Y t
'For'a given,member under'a given axial.thrust, . the coefficient
My0y f(p) .:is s.pecif.ied.. Once ·thevariation.of curvatures along·the






. A.. column.,in.a ·.frame may'be bent in :single ,curvature or double
curvature •. The ,.top ,of. the· col,umnmay,.sway ·.considerab.1y ..fromdts up-
·right position.. F.or.·.at:1y., combined ".bending. and ...s.ide.s.way" .. a;. third· degree
·polynomial ..can.~be .assumed. to ,represent.. the ·deformed"shape .of· a column
:in ·a multi-s tory .. frame • .By·assigning appropriate' values' for. the four
'constantsiIL a: third.degree .polynomial,. the ,deformed .. shape of ·the ac-
I
· tual .co.1umn.Ca.n .. reasonably/be. approximated •
. Since·,the.. effect of. strain ·.reversal . is. neglected, .the deformed
shape" is inde,pendent ..of the loading::history.• ' '. Therefore,. the': bending
.' moment .:corres.ponding. to ,the ·deformed shape .can~be 'unique ly .determined •
. If· the dif;ferE!Otial settlement of column :topsis neglected,
the··deformed. shape 'of a ·beamcan·.be-·assumed asa-three-term.~sine"curve.
· The first,-.term·.takes .. care· of· the deflection.·due -to"uniform·.load on the
·beam. ,The 'second. term ,is. superimposed. to ,simul8te· the ,antisyrmnetrica1
,deformation. . For.: the, compensation',dueto ~res.training.moment·at 'both
. ends. of· the 'beam, .. -the -third termds added•. If.a. third. degree· poly-
-nomial·is. ass.umed·.as ·abeam ·.deflection . curve, . the ,.'effect of· differentia!.
.shortening.of . columns can .beinclude:d•. In:Rayleigh '.s method. an. approx.~
: i~ate,deflect.ion.,cur:v,e-'lWith ·unknown,deflection ,coeff~~ients. is.. assumed •
.To .determi·ne'the. instant· of- buckling,. these .unknown ·deflection .coe-
ffidents are adjusted and.given:.values'·such,that.the total potential
_energy, of the· system':becomes .a: minimum., By. assuming ,a loadP, ·the
stiffness mat!ix .. composed of···unknown deflection; co'efficients can be
-evaluated•. The·buckling·lot!!-d of a.frame is' obtained when·theassumed
.276.14
. load.' P makes the··stHfnes.g· matrix..vanishing .
. ltiswell. knqwn,that:the "change in .the value·of.the:tota1 po-
tentia1 is ;·insensitive··to' the' particular.' choice of' the deflected shape
of members (1.43). Therefore, good approximate va lues of ..the··.buckling.
"load. can',\>e"ob.tained·:byrRayleighl.s method.if a"reasonab1e' ,deflected
,
s,hape· is chosen.
4.2 :.Bending'Strain::.Energy· of ·ca: Column
·:Figure,·4A,~sh0ws the ·deflected·,shape· of a .. column•. The.shape
;
, '(1 34)













:x"·="s=, ,'W, (ox) . = !)'h
dW· (x) =
.. x= ·s, . clx
, x·=-s.,·,·· ..W(x)·= 0.
dW· (x)
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[_' 'lfi +'If i +(~
.2 .2 2 If +~If - 3 P )~s' 1(4.12)i 2 ',j
h ' 'hSubstitute equation,(4.12) into;(3.4) and integrate from,- 2· to 2" '
bending strain' energy, of a co1utnn
If·2 +
.i
If 2-+ ,Ifji (4.13)
, For given ,sectional properties" column height , and axial thrust,
. the t;btaL.bendingstrain.energy of the column ,U can, thus 'be, specified by
c
. joint rotations If. and the sidesway p of the column •
~
v = - PI!:.
"c ' ,c
h h . 1 h . f h 1 (1~46), ","f ere .t e ax~a s ortem.ng, 0 t e· co umn
',(4.14)
,(4.15)Jsl dW 2,I!:. c ::1 ; l' (dx) ,dx
-s
, Substitute equations . (4.9) " (4.10), and, (4.11), in (4. 2)
(4.16) .
Integrate (4.15) through the c01umn,height'h,
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A :::I~.(2'f2+2'f:2
c· 30 '.i· j
v
.c
'Therefore, potential energy. of the column
Ph \II 2 2 \11,2·2 \II
:;. - '.30' (2 1"1' '+', 1"'J' + 18 P ,-,3 'I' P.- 3 1" p- ''1''1')i: j' i j '(4.18)
Simi1ar~toeq•. (4.13), given the 'axial thrust and column height,
. the 'potentia1 energy. of the~co1umn can:be calculated. in terms of the
. joint r.otations .and .,the ·side~way of the column. The total potential
energy, of a column is the· sum of s,train.energy· ~c and potential en-
erg~V , 6r'U ·+·V •
:c C C,
. 4.4 ·.Bending·:Strain.Energy of a Beam
..The deflected shape .of ,a'beam.is assumed to'be
.W(x)= t(a • . TT: X + b . ,2 TT·.X + . 3 TT X )S1n - . 'S1n -- c 'S1n --
,t·.t .. ·t (4.19)
.. where a, ..b, and care amplification constants corresponding'to,each
,mode •. By.differentiating:(4.19), slope and ,curvature ·of the· beam can
be. obtained
dW(x) :::I' TT . (, a. cos~ + ·2.b .cos 2 TT x +3, ccos 3 'TTX )
dx ,t . t .t (4.20)
·2
:::I .::.!!- ( a sin·-!!....!, + 4.b, sin .2 TT.X .+9 cs'in 3 TTX)
t ·t t .,t
(4.21)
. The deformed shape and" loading .condition ·is. shown in ·Fig. 4.2.
In ·.order· to ·eliminatethe· second and the .third amplification .constants,
.. two'boundary~conditions, one at'each end·of· the beam are imposed in
.the .equa,~ion (4.20)
'dW
. X. III ,0 '_:::1'1'.
" '. dx~ . 1 (4.22)
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'Therefore,
, ,'fi '"" TT a +2TT'b ,+ '3TTCI
.'f =·.,.TTa +,2 TT.'b-·3TTC
"j' . ..
· solve ·(4.24) and .. (4 •.2,5) forb'and c.
. 1'·
b'='''1;TI('f,i'-''f j)
.::J·L ...!....!. _..!...i _







• Substitute'equa tio,n ,.(4.26) and (4.27) in ·.(4.19) ,', (4 ..·20), and. (4. 21)"











::J .:.n..- a s1'n'~ _ '.II ( ''f ,+. 'f ,). si .~ _.In ( 'f _ 'f - 27Ta)
.tt ." t i' oj ,n·t '. ;2.[ ,i j'
:(4.30)
Substitute (4.30) in (3.4).
,Strain,.energy· of a beam
M ·2 {-
:'1.1... . ::J' ·YTT :r (H)




',2·' 2 2· 2 "(13 ''f, ~+1'3 'f , .+40: 'f .a ,- 1O'f'f - -36 TT''f ,a+, '36
,1,1 ... i . j ,~ , :1
(4.31)
,whereH is a nondimensiona1 axial thrust:on,~he 'beam•. Equation~(4.31)
, I
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,is to be used for a';bearn,without unequal..sett1ement at '.both ends. Strain
For an ,e1as,tic 'beam 'under the ·configuration ·.of antisymmetrica1
\It 2
I. i
buckling, :'f . ,:a ''f' i 'and ..a.::I '0, ,Eq., (4.31) 'becomes,r . ,
2
'11.' EI'UB.:'~ t (4.32)
.If a third. degree polynomial. is assumed as the de£1ected;shape 'of the
'beam, ,Eq•. '(4.1-3) gives
, (4.33)
'The--exact's,61ution 'of the bending. strain ,energy' of an elastic 'beam ;is
6:,E, I ·2
"U .~ 'f; . B.' -t "'i (4.34)
.(4. 35)
'Therefore, ,Eq., (4.13) results in .an 'exact solution ·in' this, pa,rticu~ar
case, -while Eq •. (4.31) gives a poor approximation. Another fault. of
the~ttigonometricseries~isthat"Eq.(4.19) gives a'vanishing curva-
ture at both ,ends of. the·beam.whichcis'not·the. actual .case ...However,
the results' of sing1e(1-1) ,and three-story. frame tests;~howed that
the deformed shapes . of beams.,.wer-e'very close to, single, .·wave--sine .curves.
,This, is the,·reason ..:.why ·t-he .. trigonometric series'Eq. (4.19) ,was assumed
as a de£1ected ..,.shape· of a,·.beam~
4.5 ;Potential' Ener.gy.- of a' Beam-Column
.Potentia1,of a'beam-co1umn·.is composed of ,two 'parts: ,V,.the
.w
potential of uniform~load,w'on,the'beamandVH , potential of.,axia1.thrust
'H .on' the beam-column.jt . ,~w::a -w W(x) dx
o '





"" - '!!f-z-, ( 'f i - l' j +'16TT a)
-9'TT-
- Potential. of axial '"thrust
': V,'R .. , - R ' /}. B
"Where ·axial :shortening "of the 'beam
.t '
A. .",,'1 J-. (d ~w (x»)' 2d '~B ,,2 d,x' ~
" 0,
Substitute, (4. 29) i~ ,(4.38)







'Potential.energy. of the beam'~s VB~~w +VR and total potential en-
-ergy;of the··beam :is :U;+· V :='U ;+·v + V •
: . B,iB 'I.B . w _'H
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.5. . BUCKLING :ANALYSISOF ."PARTIALLY . PLASTIC 'FRAMES
-31
5.1. ,Assumptions
The·method.ofbuckling,analysis presented in this dissertation
is oriented toward the solution of highly indeterminate, t.a 11 frames.
· The 'objective' of the :development of the 'method lies :in '.the ·exploration
.·,of overall instability' phenomenon 'of the· structure as. a whole 'under
unified assumptions made on each member •. In·order·to·renderthe analy-
sis' possib Ie, . some of the following assumptions are essentia1.
(1) ·On'thelower story.'of tall frames, the load on ·the beam'
is small compared.to ,the 'high axial load .onthe columns •. Therefore,
the ,effect of primary ,bending moment. isnegligib Ie. In the upper
· stories,.the failure'islikely,due to simple'plastic'mechanism:because
.of the ·relatively :low aXi?l .. loads on ·.cQlumns. In' other:·.,words, the . loads
are assumed to be applied on.columntops.
· (2) At the instant of. sidesway:buckling, the .infinitesimal
deformations are not enough to develop 'plastic hinges in.the frame. In
·.case··of· strong·: column .and weak -beam ·design, plastic 'hinges might be
developed on both, ends· of ..the :beams. ·... When -:the frame .buckles . sidewise,
the·leeward.ends remain as plastic'hinges while·the windward ends
."unload" elastically. Therefore" hinges on' one ·end .of beams can.be
introducedaccording.to,the concept· of a deteriorated_structure as
· shown, '..inArt•. 2.3.
· (3) . The deformed.shape of the· member can be represented by
third degree ·polynomialsand.three·term:sine curves.
· (4) The effect, of· stra-inreversal at· the instant of buckling






_Total potential·.energyof·a 'fram~ is the sum of the potential
energy. and s.train .energy of beams and .columns .,of.·,which the frame ·is
composed •. Therefore, total. potentiaLenergy ,:of the system ,is
.I:(U +. V) = I:(U 0+ V)
'C' .c
+.I:(U + V')B ..·B , (5.1)
,
In general,. for a:single-baynth~story/framesubjected to
. concentrated loadsonits:column·tops, the total potential of·tlhe
system '.can ·.be developed as.·follows •. Referring'to'Fig •. 5.1, .whenthe
load reaches the critic,al .load, .the frame buckles in an .antisymmetrica1
mode •. 'Let,~subscript:i· denote the ith ,floor of· the· frame. 6. . in-
~
, dicates '. the. shortening ·of· the column 'on .the 'ith floor. Then the total
(5.2)
,the total potential of all'! ·loads
'n
,2P iqn :i. ,





·Ph n '2 2 2
'I: ,\Tc .", '~i5n,i~1 (Il".'.- i.+ 1)(2Yi_l +21'i+18 'Pi - '1'i-I1'i -3,¥iPi) .(5'.4)
the vertical reaction a't a ,-support of a column. '..The axial





,The strainenergy"ofthe ith co1umn"is
..33
, I:' U,;,' ~ ,8, (Mych f (Pi>,(i '+,¥2+'i' :'i' -3'i' p. -3'i' P +3p 2)
c ,.=1 ,(do. ) •. :h ,i-l i 1--1 ii-II. ,ii ,i,I. VI yc I."
As a- natu~eof antisymmetric deformation '
: 'i' = 'i'. 'and ' a ·... 0
i J :'
: From ,equation ,.(4.31), .tota1strain.energy of beams
'2T? f(O) "~ , (Myb)i '.,~~.'
i I:UB := . ~2 . . Lo= 'I' Hiyb)i I.
. 'V .I.







: Applying, the' criterion-.of· instability described. in. ,Article '2.3 ,the
t·
critical .buckling; load ,can'be obtained from .the ·condition .
o'I:'(U '+'-V) ::; '0
9 (~i" Pi) -
, Equati on '. (S. 8) . can. be .arranged in' ma tri-x _f OIm
(S .8)
: [AJ:['i'] =0 ' :(S.Q)
. For a given member size 'and geometry, of a, frame, matrix [AJ :is'a
·functionof·1oad.P. -For any;va1ueof.'P.'deformation-.matrix['i'] can-
not, vanish. ,Therefore,. the critical buckling, load,P .can be -ob-
'cr ,
--tained:;.when, [A] .... 0 ,is satisfied. This can.best"be,-done-byassuming
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:,Pvalues and computIng CAl • ,The' critical loadPcr'is obtained, by, inter-
, ,
op01ation,b.etween·', the,,·,two "loads ...when'thedeterminant'changes its sign.
'. . . . . . .
, 5.3 "Buckling.. Analysis of Three-Story Frames by.' Inelastic ',Energy,:Method
:Asshown·:in·.,Article '7.1, ,some" three,..story'.model ..,frames·,were
proposed. for stability.·test~(5.1)•. In ·.this .ar~icle,. the proposed
m~thod, ,of anlysis 'together ·with ·,the ,assumpti.onsmade· in, the -theory; is
to. be demonstrated: by.' the computation ·ofthe buckling ;loadsof the
model frames' under ·.concentric· column ,loads.,
The g~ometry, size and ,loading .condition :,of, the· frames are
..shOl.m ·,in:Fig. 5.2 •. A ,small wide-pange ·sh?pe designatedNo.M-2362
of ::Bethlehem':-Steel Conipany;,was adopted as' the member ,size' of the
frame. The sectional proper.ties are shown.in,Table3.1. The cam-
pression ·yie ld 10adJ;ly ;':",44. 27 kips .was ado,pted from.the results . of
stub .column_t~sts. .As,determined :,from,'control beam~tests" the.: full '
plasticmoment...~as· 47 .,ki,p-in....With,a: shape, factor of, 1.16, .a yield
...moment·'M ','7 4O.5ksLwas used ·in .the:calculation.·of :buckling·:lo'ds.
, y
The total potential.ener:g,y:of.th:e·frame'is, tablilatl7d'iri
.Tab le 5.1 "where,Yl, ,Y2,. Y3 ,. Z, .and ,x :,aredeterminedby sectional
properties,. length ,of members, and.axial.lo~d,on'column~ ,The'para-
meters, are·defined.in,',Chapter '10~ ,Buckling ,co.ndition:of, the frame
is obtained'bY'differentiation'o~,the:total,potential energy with
~resp~ct to deformation ''1'', I sand (' 'pl S' as tab.~iated.in·.Table5 .2.
,In :.order 'to· obtain:. there lationship bet:ween ",the .buckling
·loadof:·the,frame ,and ,slenderness of, columns" slenderness ratio
. ,,·,.was varied .. from:h :=' 15· to' h.= '160 "while,·M =' 49~:5kip-in.,'0 .=
JSx ~x, , .y Y
'0.001023 in.' -1, ,p.= '44.26 'kip and' ..L =69· in. were -kept.constant as
'y
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inputin'the ·computerfor ·the solution of the determinant in Table 5.2.
The 'va1ue of, the ,determinant,,-was evaluated' by assuming .an axial. load
:.p, and ,hence, an .energy· coefficient J(p), ion a column. By 'increasing
; I
,the axia 1 10ad.P" the va 1ue, of the determinant. changed its sign at
.the critica1.buckling,10ad~" Therefore, the ·critica1. buckling· loads
of ". the ..,f,rame,were·· the ·resu1ts of·, the' solution.of buckling conditions.
,They .,are . tabulated '.in"Tab1e5. 3 and plotted as across-dotted. line
in: Fig. ' 5.2. ,.·A,,,maximum':buckl.ing, load of"P ='1 .,was, .ob,tained .when :the .
·slendernes·ses·of co1umns·"were,·about 19.• ·For,a ,frame·",with slender-
nesses,· of,.co1umns".sma11e,r ,than" 19., "the,-,co.lumlil.s~twere:ass.umed . fully,
.yie1ded ,with .. P =; 1. ' ,.A. .GE225.(5~. 2) .digi,t·a.l. c0mputer",was,use'd for. the
computation.
5.4 :Applicabili.ty"and.,Limitations·,of the' Method
It..is not:likely that a,structura1.engineer can find a method
.which :isuniversally.. the. 'best for analysis. of, any.:st·~uc:tures and.loading
- .conditions s.o :far as· the.accuracy and .. simp1icity, of the··method .are
. concerned.. In .order 'to attain, some ·margin.:of,·,accuracy .instructura1
analysis:" the chances. are.that the additional comput~tiona1 effort to
achieve this .accuracybe-mu1tiplied. severa1times. ,.This renders' the
buckling ~ana1ysis of. complicated mu1ti-s,tory.:frames ,impracticable' if
not impossib 1e.
"Si·nce,'..Ra.yl-eigh'~ meth0d~is wide1y:used in ,practice. as a.·.quick
"
approximate -method fora simple ,structure, . there 'is no ',reason why:the
'method canrlOt, be· extended ,to ·ana~.yze mu1ti-storYi.frames... In ;fact the
energy method 'has an advantage·of simp1icityoverothermethods.:when
the degree of, indeterminancy. 0'£ ,the· structure. increases.
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·.· ..When . the· number of ~,tor-ies increases theax-ia 1 load on the
·lower' columns· is much, larger' than, the ·unif~rm 'load on, the beams. '. There-
·fore· the initial .bending -moment·. generated by,·the uni·formc1oad. on the
beams :is almost negligib.le,. so· far as no.p1astic.hingedeve1ops on
--,beams . __ " H~weve·r ;." for.. buckling- anal,ys.is.of .. s ingle"-,or"~,,two-s.tory· frames·
..with primary:. bending ,moment ,. neglect of, the effect of ,primary, bending
.moment. can be ,serious inthe'ine1asticrange•.,Finally..tt.shou1d be
. pointed out,.that'..themethod' ·is ·designed for ·rather:tal1.multi-story
.,frame, analysis ..The,.greater :,the num1:le'r' of,:stor.ies, the better. the
result, should, be. .,However, ,.the !.number .of unknown. def6rmation..quan-
tities: increases.with.,the· increasing 'number of stories and bays.
For, a .symmetrical structure,
,Let, n,:::; number·' of stories
b ,~ number of bays
m=;tota1m.aximum~unknown·variab1esofthe frame· of n-
stories and b-bays.
m '='b(n .,+.',1) -1
, m= '2n + ·1
for multi-bay/frame.
for' sing1e-bay.- frame •..
. The capacity; of the.· computer should be 'large'enoughto ,evaluate a
. square 'matrix' [mIx ',[~].
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6.··BUCKLING'ANALYSIS·. OF,~ELASTIC· 'FRAMES
6.1 . 'Derivation',ofthe Theory
_ Elastic..energ-y. method maybe ·rega:rded as a particular case
-37
of· the 'ine-1astic~energy,·method:.deve1oped .. in.',Chapter.·.5,•.,,..With ,slender
columns, ,.t~e. frame·.should fail inelastic range ,and the:resu1ts ob- -
·tained by:energy, methods, can be ·compared.,.with :the:'existing method of
· modified slope ·deflection. Tables and charts. are not. necessary, fo,r
solution 'of" frameins,tabi1ity. :by4he· energy method•. Moreover , the
elastic solution.can·~be used, to. predict. f.rame·instability ,in plastic
. :,1,1 1
range ·such ,as" Rankine's' formula;,p-:.= 'y-.+.r .,reconnnended by Mer-
:cr 'e - 'P
h t· (6.1)c an •
To develop a pure elastic 'energymethod, a slight alteration
is necessary. in .theprev'ious·: Chapter on the inelastic ·method.. Con-
sider' a unit . length' 'of, beam..,co1umnsubjected ,to' end moments 'M bent




· Since,M =EI0 ,0, ='0 0
" i" Y





. Equation (6.2),can.be considered. as a special case· of·Eq.
· (3.3), .which,is valid. both -in ,theinel'astic as·well as 'in :the ,elastic
:ranges. ,Equate--Eq.·(3.3),to,Eq. (6.2) and solve for f(p).
,M -0 f'(p)j'2,=:EI ...~2·.j'2
y y ".2 y ..
fp)= '0~=;i
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:Therefore, . the e'nergy' expressiondeve loped in .. Chapter 5 can
.be'used .. for 'the buckling .ana1ysis
. .
f - 1'. the ·energy coefficient . (p)=Z.
of e1asticstructures,'by .-substituting
In,order.to avoid duplication, no
,further derivation '.of ·.elastic· energy ,:formu1a is shown..
. Finally, it .shou1dbe pointed. out tha·t': tab 1es .and. charts· are
" ,
. notnecessary'for ··solutionof . frame instability . problems. by the energy
method; ,the method is a .convenient :too1in "frame ana1ysis:whena
",:omputer .is avaiyab 1e.,
6.2, .Elastic ·.InstabUity.·Ana lysis' .of· Three -Story·, Frames
. The' same.- frame· analyzed. in-Chapter 5 :has 'beenchosen, as an
.eXfmp1e to demo~strate·the'me.thod,of ,e1asticins.tability analysis.
'J
. The dimensions of, the· trame --and its.loadingcondition· are, shown '.in
,~i.g. 5.2.





. ~-1 i P2i ,+"'i'. 1·'i'·- '3'i'. 1"Pi-3'i'. ,Pi). ~- ~ '~-.l . ~
..,,,-z '3 . 2
+ --;- ~ .E. I . 'i' .
'~i~l ~~. ~
(6.3)
.~ifferentiating' the total 'energy with respect to 'each :of the
·deformadon param~ters, .'f, 0' 'f l' 'f 2 ,'i', 3 ~ P l' P 2' and P 3' leads· to a
buckling ':condition ;shown. in .Tab1e '6.1 as seven 'homogeneous simu1-
taneous equations.
Elastic ·critical.buckling ~loads of the' frame are:·p1otted .in
.. Fig •. 5.2 as a :round,..dotted line.'
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: 6.3 . Comparison of., Energy:Method·.with··Existing::Method of· Modified 'Slope
.Deflection
In·order.to·evaluate .the accuracy· of the elastic energy.method,
· some computations have 'been made on elastic 'buckling ·:loads· of one-,
. ,·,.two,. ,and three-story:frames ·by. the ·elastic 'energy, method and. the
·modified .slopedeflection method•. The' results are tabulatedin·.Table
·6.2, 6.3, aDd 5.3 •.. They:are plottedin·Fig. 6.1, .6.2, and·.5.2.,The
solid.curves :in.Fig •. 6.2 and Fig .. 6.3·indicate 1;.he effective length
. .
. ,
· fact<:>r' kvs •. stiffness 'ratili' , 'Y .reJationships. obtainedfrom.the,·energy
method, when the specified .. structures·buc~le .in antisymmetrical modes.
·The dotted .. curves correspond to: the ,solutions.,wh:J.·ch· appeared. in':Tables
20, .21, and. 22 of, Ref •. (1.45). ·Close ..~omparison,j:letweenthe results
·of. the two·methodscan·be observed.for. smaller ..stiffi:1e·s~·ratio y ,.
,
For' practical buildi~g'frames, Y, is about 1. .For"larger 'y va lues, . the
frame' 'should: fail in. the li:ii.el.asticrange. . In·.this case both 'methods
are ·notvalid. For y= t>O, .k:values obtainedfrom'both methods are
a.tmost"the·same".as can·be·seen·from·.Tables 6.2 and 6.3. When the
. floor :system'has an infinite ·stiffness, ..Y. = '0, .difference in k'values'
. .
· is . less.' than-.l/2%.··As ..shown.-in·Fig. 6.1 and Fig •. 6.:2, . the error in-
volved in the -energy:·method .. is .·duie . to· the inferior .be·am 'curve assumed.
According ..to 'a. sample -computation 'for asingle-story:frame'by assuming
·a third degree 'polynomial .instead of a three-term:sine curve,. the. 're-
·sults obtained·were."within an·error of·1/2%.
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. 7.. TESTS' ON' THE..-STABILITY 'OF :THREE -STORY ~·FRAMES
....40
.There are two,' objectives, for the ·test.. of .three-story, frames.
,First, the phenomenon ··of 'inelastic 'instability: in :mu1ti-story 'building
'. frames, is to 'be .. exp1ored ·.,wi:th x:e1atively simple"eXamp1es of three-
story frames,•. Second" the energy ~ethod ,developed can be compared
" ..with the ,test .resu1ts. At. this ,.writing tests ..werecomp1eted only on
, Frame:U'.,..2.,.shown·, in Table· 7.1 •. ,Two separate tests ...were conducted on
- Frame 1:1-2.. ,The. first tes,ts..didnotgive, reliable ·data on, frame sta-
bility because .accider;tta 1 r:estraints ,in the loading. sys,tem ..prevented
sway. " The··secondtest, was: conducted after a1terations,.were ·made· to
.' the, loading sys:tem•. The' two- tests. designated as . "first test" and
"second, test" are reported .herein•. Re.comme~ded further' tests are
discussed.in.Chapter 9.
7.1 , Description 'of:Mode1 ·Frames
The frame,U'.-2"which ·was tested and :.isreported. in this'dis-
·sertation.is one of four which,were origi:nal1y,proposed. ,The·frames
and .. loading ,condition are' summariz.ed ,in "Table '.7.1. . In order that
the,·frames,·-:wau1d sim.u1ate ·practica1 building: frames as much as
poss-ible-WF".. sections·were adopted .both for c~hlIlms and. beams •
. The .co1umns ·were fabricatl;!d .. from: 2-5/8'~ ·.x.-1-1/2" wide flange
- shapes designated. No. --M-2-362':by·-Be.thlehem ·Steel .. Company. .The cross·
sectional dimensions .,were measured with ,.the aid. of a micrometer 'and
actua~ properties of these~tionwere compared.,'with,.those given 'by
:Bethe1ehem'·Stee1.Company. Both.the actual and nominal properties
are·shQWnin"Tab1e '3.1~
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The ,material p'roperties ·of· themember··,were determined by: tension
·coupon.test ,and stub· column·~test. . Coupons .. cut from :.the··flangesand
.. from ·.the ..·web ' of .the· section ',gave :quite di-fferent'yie ld: -leve Is. . There·-
·fore, a ,:stub-column .test ,was ·made·to··findthe compressive stress-
·strain ·.curve ·of a f\:11l· cross -section ·of the,'m'ember' .of the 'frames'. .This
.,was an ..-axial compression ;test'wh~ch ..,gave the.- integrated e-ffect· of
-.different..web·-and::flange .strengths' in ·.one test. .,The ,mai~. purpose
.. of..the test.,was. ·to· obtain a . compressive yield value to 'use ,in pre-
dicting:the ,theoretical buckling: load •. The average -yield stres.s
. level .of 'flange ·coupons:wssvery.:close-.to the result obtained from
· the ·stub· columnctest•.Therefore ,. the·.avet'age 'value 'of. 42.7. ksi was·i - '.
adopted ,as the ,yield.·stress.-level· in·. theoretical predictions •
.·Slendernessesof ,columns··sndbeams;,·,were.·chosen .as variables
;
andd:,hey. ,we,re . .within ,the. proportions of practical building. frames •
.'.
. For practical frames·,: the; endcondtion ,should:·.fall,.semewhere"ibe·tween·
,the.,.two· extreIIie ·cases-pin-ended. and. fix-ended......However, pin-ended
.. support .. was. cheseq.to. beon,·the.··safe·,side., A..roll~r ·bearing·.system
. ·.,was attached. at.eachcolumn·support ·.to·elimi·nate. rotation.:.friction
.as much'as possible.
'. Past experience in . testing'. ri~idframesinto.·the'plastic
·range' had· .. shown' that .adequa teo :,latera.l.sup.pO-l'-t ,.was·· essentia 1 if the
I
theor,etica-l"ul,tima.te'load..,;.was.· to.·:be "atta-ined •. ·In.·this· inves.tigation
,two ,frames., conriected·,bY.,B ·lateralbracing.::system",,,!,ere ·testedat·. the
~
same 'time. ·This-".would pre.vent any :premature.·lateral, torsional. bl,lck-
.ling '. of the members.
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.The bracing ·system.ewas composed' of welded .purlins and. girts
made· from '1';;1/2" x '3/4" channels and cross ·braces. .The· cross braces
,··.weremade .of '1/4" ·diameter· threaded. steel rods and. 2·1/2" long 'turn-
. -buckles. .The cross sectional propert~es of the ;purlins. are given .in
T~b1e· 3.2. ..The· spacing· of purlinswas'less than .35r·of the main
. - 'y
f 'b . (7.1). rame· mem er •
..Asshown:in.';Fig. 7.1, a .concentrated: 10ad':l'.was applied at
:b.oth...quar,ter.points :of.each ,floor beam. The··.maximum ..design '.load
.wasobtained..by,·assuming..a;.beam mechanism.· Bas.e .fittings,and·"we1ded
... connections,,,were_ ,designed accordingly•. ·.The· '. frames .... ,were fabrica ted
.by a' local .industria1 .firm•
.Typica~ plans of model .frame ·U-2are.,shown·in·.Fig. 7.2 and
Fig. 7.3.
7.2 ·.:Loading;':System \and ..Test.:.Apparatus
Similar ·to :the·.setup·used ·in .previous ·sing1e""story.:frame
·.tests (1. 1) , ,.loads.:.,wereapplied.by.-'dead ..weights and lever. systems.
However ,. the,.,designprincip1es :of the· loading :systemwere ,quite
. ,diffe·rent . from :.those ·of thesingle ..story..:frame :tests so that :the
application of . floor 'loads could :.beeasily, controlled •
. The 'key 'to. a. successfu1·test· of ,bifurcati,on :type instability
:in a mu1ti-story·:frame.·lies in.adequate control ·over.the aligmnent
of· the ,·model· frame . and ,.1oadingsystem.as ·,a,,:who1e.: in .. each ,story,
. There are ·two.causes·: 1eading':to ,misaligmnent .of· a·,who1e
system, ,1. e. misfits in ·the model frame and eccentricity of,·the .
.-loading . system•. The· former :cannotbe-- e1iminated·while ·the ··latter
·can.be ·adjusted. ·Fo110wing.are·featuresof the·testsetup'i11ustrated
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in Fig. 7.7 •
. (-1) .-Each,floorhas .its, ,own ,loading ·system
,-43
(2) A system of H-shaped spreader beams 'hung ,on the floor beams
is ,adjustablecin~bothidirections'in·the'plane ·of,eachfloor. There-
fore an .applied load on ',each 'floor,can.be distributed symmetrically
;on,fourloading-points on the: floor·:beams.
,(3) 'Total floor 'loads can ,be-measured accurately, through a
, dynamometer 'hung ':beneath the H-shaped.'be~ms.
(4) .,-,A .magnification :lever ',hung- on . the -dynamometer is' used to
,magnify /dead.lo'ad. on' a' basket or 'loading'. platform., ,.Themagnificat'ion
.results "in"a._load. on ,the .specimen about. fifteen.',times. the amount, of
dead -;weight applied to the ·'loading:basket.
, (5) A .,tie ...d.own.wire. on one .end of the magnification ,.lever'keeps
'I
;~the·',lever, in a ',horiz.ontal .position. Since the.-wire. ,is connected, to
·movable,rollers·onthebasebeams the wire can'bekept ·in·an.upright
. position•
. (6) High..,strength steel beams ..~ith, a yield"stress' of ,65 'ksi
were used :.in the- loading:system to, reduce. ··,the, de.a-d."weight andmem-
',ber:sizes· of the ·load:1.ng-:system•.. ,,.
,The,test:setup;shown-in'Fig., 7.4 through-Fig. 7.6 was de-
. signed,acc.ording.to"the, above· requirements •
. 7.3,Strain'Measurement
Strain ,in ,the -frame was, measured. l>Y.' attached ,strain'.gages.
,All -strain ,gages·.. were, electric ·resistance;,SR..4"type·,A-l linear gages •
. ', The .location :of the,gageson·,the frame·'is' shown in. Fig. , 7.8. A
.pair 'of strain·gages ;·was attached at ,:-the--center' of .. the outer surface
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·of each-.flange·Bt ...eachof. the gage ·locations. There were 36'gages
·throughout·thefra~e•.The·gage,readings ·were ·used·to align the
. loading ·:system.: to assure ·a.. symmetricaLstrainpicture .in. the 'col-
. umns •. From ~the .strain~readings on ·.bothsides .of. a,.member, . the
thrust.as"well as'bending'moment .ofthemember· can·.be obtained•.A
strain .gage similar ,to ,the 36 strain gages ·on·the.·frame .was attacheci
on .a. stee.L.plateseparated from .the' "frame•. The gage ·is.defined"as
areference~gage~o~ecord anyaccidental.drift ·of the measuring
:circuitduring .the ,test. NO'appreciable differencein.strain ...reading
was 'recorded '.from.. the.' .referencegage . throughout the· tes.t. .Therefore,
the 36 ,active .:gage"readings,·,were ·used. to· compute ·the' s.train ·.in "the
frame .without any correction. ,A single. dummy. gage .was 'included
. in. the· s.train .indicator bridge -circuit for temperature ,compensation•
.A...total of 37. gages·.·were .connected to ·two"19 .ChanneLSwitch
and Balance··Boxes'lI.···The,·.s.witch ·.boxes....were".connected to a·' "Budd
DigitaLStrain...lndicator". .The, strain.' read.ingse': were .directly.:sh~n
in ·.the ·dial ..without a balancing .andreducing .prdcess. For' the ·pur-
'pose ·of autornaticdata reducing,. strain 'readings,WJen~ punched on
·.iBM .data cards.
7.4 .'Dei'lection :Measurement
The 'purposeof the framestability ...test~is t010btainsidesway
'deflection ·.versus :loadrelationships•. The frame ·is, considered
.buckled when the·' horiz onta I, de:f1ection·.·.incx;eased"without additional
load•. Therefore ".deflection'has . to.·bemeasured.precisely.
!
,The deflection;wasmeasured:by six-inch ,steel scales attached




,shqwn .in.Fig. 7.9. Five -~ransitswere-mounted on a.scaffold-·.twenty
," feet· away ;from ~the,·,f,rame. ". T,wo -sets' of column..deflections and three
sets of beam ·deflections·-·were .taken.throughthe transits •. Some
transits mounted.on·.the scaffold can':be ·seenin··Fig.· 7.10.
For ·the pur_pose ·oftestcontrol, ,load-deflection .curves at·
,the centerof.a 'beam~nd at-the top ·ofthe·first story column Mere
'plotted "dur,ing.;;the ,tes.t.;,.They. ,are·;.,shQwn :··in "Fig. 7.11 and ·,Fig •. 7.12.
At ··firs.t ;test,tlte··frame· was' restrained.from ,sidesway, ,.while·.during
::the ·second:.test :the~same ·frame,was 'not ·.res.trained· by. the loading
'. system. Fig.· 7..11 is' the' load-deflection .curve 'of the··first :test.
The· frame did ,not,j,s,way ",when; the ·load.r,eached "the ·criticaLbuckling
.load , .instead. the.·.center. por.tion,-of .one·of the top_'beams yielded·
.considerably ;.ata. total .load- .of75 kips. .Therefore" .the . test :.was
.. temporarily:suspended. Fig. 7 •.12 ;shows·the ,load-deflection curve 'of
the frame for ·the ·second; test ... The' first,story~:swayedeight'inches
suddenly, at .a total19ad-of 71 kips •
.. 7.5 Tes t:· Procedure
After the· framer. was ,fabricated, ,the ·loading.. :system, was ·attached
to ,the· frame. The·frame.waswhite-washed and the loading' system
painted' in blue. Three dynamometers-we.re ·connected toa.strainin-
dicator •. Strain gage··readings·before and. after attachment of the
loading system:,were: taken as i~itial readings. Several fifty-pound
, -"
. steel .blocks.·.were puton.the ,third floor·b~sket. Unsymmetrical
,s.train-readings on· the· top:f1o.or.c?lumns..,were adjus ted· by::changing
·.the position.of. the cross"bar of the -R-shaped. spreader 'beam :.system.
·Then.the position-of . the ·cross :beamwasfixed .by;·two pairs 'ofbolts
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·on·the ends of the beam•. Aftercompletion...of the ali'gnmentof the
top; story, . the· second· and .. then:.the: bottom.·floor.~,werealigned. . The
alignment ...was .surprisingly, easy, and accura.te compa red to .that of
previous ·.single-stor.y ;:fr.ame tests •
. Since ,the-weight .ofmagnification lever on:each .storywas
different, the initial.loads on .each :story .. were nQt·,e~ual. ·There-
-46
fore, ,the loading sys.tem ·was ·balanced.by putting additional .weighl;:s
:on :.twobaskets : to· assure'equal application ·.of loads: on all stories •
. From \then ·.on"f:ncrements .of about· fivekips-~.on.,t;he.wholeframel..were '
.applied. .Dynamometer' readings, strain ·.gage 'readings .and: deflec'tion
measurements .. were tak~n .after each:incr.ement. The load~deflection
·.curves at· the mid-span :.of a"beam. and. the- s.idesway :deflection at
the' top ..of the firs.t .. story~ were plotted.. to .compare. with ·theana-
·lytical results •
. -After ·the . load .on" the frame,·exceeded .. 46 kips., . yielding.:was
. observed at'both .ends 'of the ·second .story,:beams. Therefore,. the
load increment was ·reduced•
.. . . ' ...~en the .. load· reac~ed.. 75: kips ,.which: is slightly :.lower ·than
the simple ·pla~tic "load .of '76 .kips, . a ·beam .mechanism ..was' observed
. on .a .·top.: floor. ·beam. ,The' test was suspended.
During.earlier. single-:story ,frame test~(l.l) .it~was found to
'be difficult ·to ,.adjust· for excessive ·elongations.' of· tie-down .wire
·ropes •.Therefor.e, ,as ·shown·in..Fig. 7.6, 7/8" diameter steel rods
were 'used .to,tie·down .the magnification ..levers in the first. test
.of:FrameU...2•. It ·wasbelieved.that·the·tiedown'rods 'introduced some
·restraint.·so ,that the .frame· did .not·buckle,when ·.it.otherwise -sho.uld
.have. A.tie-down'.rod anda'magnification.lever·fo~eda'hinge'plane
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",,'which ,.was perpendlcularto ,·the expected direction .of motion .rather
than ·.in.·,it•.Therefore, ,some .alterations ~were 'made. ,.The 'model. frame
~,was ·raised "six:feet,by placing·it.:ona·· pair,of·:·l6WF300 ,grillage
. .
beams.and .a,·pair ·ofpedestals·.,a·s,,··shown·'in.:.Fig. 7.13•. A-.;10nger· set
:of.:,wire ,r,o.pes...was .ins.talled :in ·order :to I cause ·a.: smaller 'horizontal
·restraining.: for,ce at,the,,·instant. of ·:frame"buckling•.. Shackles. ,were
· inserted: b.etween,the.,dynamometer .and .magnification .·.lev.er •.. Another
.-test.was.·run·.using ·aproceudre,similar.:to' the 'or.iginal one •.'The
., .tes.t'i~was ;.satisfactory af.ter,.; these,'minor .altera.ti.ons.......when a total
,load,on:the... ,fr.ame:, reached,;' 68 :kips ,.' the·,tie-.down,:wire ropes on ·.the
,first and the,'second .s,tories,.:were,adjusted,;b.y!:tighteni~g.. the turn-·
·buckles •. This· resulted.' in :slightly. changed., lever ·ratios. of.the two
,magnification·.lever.s. " The ·total ,load on "theframewas . increased : to
;71. kips •...:About ·:.two "minutes afteradjus.tment.:of. the ' levers, . the frame
·swayed·.. suddenly. It is ·believedthat·the load ..of '71 kips 'represented
a 'good. apt>roximation :.of actual ~uckling:loadi,because,of ·the .following .
:reasons:·
. (1) 'The sudden.bifurcation.-of the frame· is ,evidence that little
·restraint,: of the 'loading', sys,tem was' imposed.on·.the -modeL>frame.
, ,.(2) . '.The· magnification "levers 'pivoted, about, the ·axes· of the tie-
.. down,wire·ropes ·.and.·moved,with ·.the·fra~•
. (3) ,Before· frame' buckling, small increments.of· load wereac-
·tually.. applied:.by 'gradual .adjus.tment of lever ratios. Thisexperi-
mental load of 71 kips, .is .only .. 4%:1()wer ·than· the' prediptedload .of
·74·.kips·: calculated ·.by.'the.· inelastic :ene·rgy.. method .on.the· deterioted
I
frame. The· failure'mode'ofthe'frame .was 'similar to·a .sidesway.panel
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..mechanism 'on ·the first story ,as· expected. Figure' 7.14 shows a general
.:
view after·the ·framebuckled.
7.6 ·,Test··Results and :.Their Comparison .with ·.Analxtical Methods
In. general the· test ,was satisfactory ,and the.·framesbehaved as
.expected•. The two, frames performed almost.'.identicaUy•. No ·lateral-
-torsiona 1.buckling,.wasobserved. .Adequate bracing.:.was supplied, to
prevent ·this •.. However, some ·of .;the .diagonal.,bracespreventing .out-
-of-.plane· sway: of ;thestructure were buckled due' to a sudden'.bifur-
cation ·.of.:the.; first....-stor.y. The .:welded.rigid .. joints were adequat;e
throughout.the.:.frame•. NO.·cracks. or local.buckling "couldbe 'observed
. after test•. A.buckling':mode.similar· ~o ·a.panel mechanism oof the.
·first story was obtained. Very little inelastic 'permanent .defor-
. ',mat-ion ."was.;.observed:.thrciughout. the frame 'except,the :drastic. sway
,rotations at the tops' of .thefirst-story columns •
. From ·.the· stra·in gage ·readings, the bending .moments. and. thrusts
throughout the·· frame .were· computed and they are ..shown in ·Fig. ·7.15
through,-Fig.· 7.20 •
.Relativeload-deflection.curves·of columns ateach.f.loor. level
are. ·plottedi.no,Fig•. 7.21 and, Fig .. 7.22 • The re,lative ..-sidesway ,de-
·flectionsof the ·second and ..the.·third :floors ~2 and .43 ,are very; small
compared ,to' the ,sway: deflection .of ·th.e,:first floor '£11•
. Deformed shapes of. the frame :at:different:loading.areplotted
in,Fig. 7.23, .7 •.24, and· 7.25 •. Figure·7.26,shows the buckled. shape
'of the·. frame ·after :testing.•. 'Al~comparison'bef~een: Fig. 7. 25 and· Fig •
. 7.• 26,'" the deformed. shape' before and after buckling , . indicates· that




The buckling :load of 71 kips' obtained: from·,the . test'was com-
pared ..with ·the predicted :load ..of·74 kips .accordingtothe.·methodout-
.lined·. in Article 8.2. . The predicted .1oad:·,was on1y,:4% '.higher. than
..the .te.st .result.
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8. . PRACTICAL ,APPLICATION OF THE :THEORY
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8.l.;Analysts of'. TalLBui1ding::F.rame·s.:Neglecting~the 'Effect"of :Pr:imary
. :Bendiilg·Moments. .
. In order. to' look ,into ,the 'phenomenon ,of frame.' buckling', in
actualbuilding<frame, .an .eleven-stot;y "frame· was.chosen;,fo.ranalysis.
I
The· frame_.was, designed' by ,George 'C •. Driscoll, . Jr •. Beams,. are .propor-
tioned according·to.thesimple'plastic·theory.and columns :by an
.elastic 'method according.:to ,the ·194LAISC :specification.,
I . 1
.' ! I
.The dimensions,. member' sizes and -loading condition .of the' frame
.. " / \
" '-
are ,shown ,in ..Fi.g. -8~l..· -Th,E7"modulus .of· e.lasticity.:E=30,OOO ksi and
.yield,stress:.<:T .;:~" 33 ksiwere· .adopted in.the .calculation•. Some 'no-y . ' .
-tations convenient ·.fora· computer program.·are tabu:tat~d in· Table 8:~ l.
. The .. tota 1" energy I of. the' frame· is ...shown ;in 'TabIe 8.2. Thebuckling
'. condition 'of' the' frame. was obtained' by. ~ininimi:z·a;.t'i:{i)nof' the :.expression
.t(.u .+. ·V}.with· respect.: to ·deformationparameters,:'¥ IS and .. p' I,S, as shown
in:.;Table8.3. Figure ,8 •.2 .is a flow .chart ·fot'buc~ling.a~alysis, of
the·,frame·using ..a G. -E •. 225 ·compute.r. '. The imput d~ta ,\I,le~e .'axial yield
. .
loads and yield moments' of.columns and:.beams, .span:.:1ength,. story
height.:and. applied .load .. on ·,thestructure.... ,. ·Within '3.4 minutes the
computer printed out the nondimensional criticaL 1oa.cLPer ='0.63.
From :this . the buckling ':loadon . the .frame 'is .predicted. as ',2P ,= .2 '. x :.0.63 ·x
·P=-2 x 0.63'x 1960.=:2470 kips •
. y'
.In.ordertoanaly~e·thedeformation.configulation.ofthe·frame
after'buckling, .another program·was set.up,for calculation.'of· deforma~
-tion.paramet~rs "f I S ·and 'p IS. . The· side.sway; of the· first floor was
assumed.to'be ;withina value 'of Pl= 0.005 radians. Anarbitrary.'side
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·, .. ·····-&way .:of ':0.005 ·radian',was· chosen:to'be . somewhat greater. than ·the'order
of...magnitude·of design:sidesway;of typical building':frames. Given'P1
.va1ue· at : the . critical load,. the ·rest of the ·deforma,tion ·.quantities
'can'.be·'obtained· by/so1vi,ng' the ,simultaneous equations' for',!, 1'" '!'2' , ••••
''!'11' .andp2'P,3;····'Ptl·S,ince ,the,deformation·.of the ,frame ,is not
unique after. :.a ..,.f,ramei:hasis,w~yed.:sidewise, ,the ·absoluteva1ue .of .de-
·formation,:,quantities are :not.meaningfu1; ,rather. their re,lative de-
formations 'are 'mor'e ·significant. Figur,e;, 8 •.3 ,·shows,..the .flow chart
,.for deformatio~..ana1ys,is :of. the\'e1even-s,torydrame. '" ,The results of
the defo~tionanalys.isare .. show.n '..in, Fig •. 8.4. ·,Evidently·.the
.,larges,t·...,sway..wou1doccuron "the·second.floorand. the·.th.ird ·.floor
:wou1d ,come·'next. The 'f~:rst floor .·shou1d: be· rather stable ·due to a
. larger column ·.size and ,its fixed-ended condition. . Programs for 'buck-
.ling analysis and deformation. ;ana1ysis are .shown ·.in:Appendix·A and
.. Appendix·:B ,r,espect1ve1y.
8.2 ': Buckling... of:·;Fr,ame·,-.,with, ',Plastic ·Hinges,.;Deve loped on. Beams . due' to
.:Primary/Bending:,Moments.
AS'shownin, Article' 2. 3, . plastic hinges .can·:.be.·rep1aced .. by
. actual hing,esin "the·,stabilityanalysis.of fr.ames 'to ·obtain ~the 'de-
terioted. critical 10ad..Therefore" zero 'moments ,.wer,e,.assumed at:the
,locations. of,p1as.tic hinges: on·;the ,deteriorated:, structure•. In.:the
,case ·of a frame .. witha.'.very ,'strong': floor system, ,it is not likely
. , .
,that .p1astic 'hinges ·.wil1 deve10p'in:beams, .Forthis type of the
.frame" ,the 'method outlined :in "the·,previous article' can':be :.used.
""", ··"However" . the ,frame ·becomes 'more. critical .if the '.beams,are
des,igned -according, to, the' simple p1ast-ic :mechanil!'m. :,In ..this.,.,weak
:beam.design" plastic ·hinges· develop ,at:both ,endsof:beaD;ls·pr;i.or. to "the
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.the· deteriorated.structurecan 'be 'assumed•. A .load.equal to '; the· load
at· the'formation.of . the" first plastic' hingemay":be. assumed. Then
·:th~,·load· is gradual ly.'increas·ed.,.,for,: the 'tests ·of . stability condition.
· Discontinuity: in boundary,condtion.is'introduced at ·the joints
·h.aving... plastic.hinges ••·At ..this. stage, ,the··f.rame:.' becomes·more·sus-
ceptib le to' buckling .,fa i-lure .due.· to ,reduction·.of. the· degree of indeter-
minacy;'by: introducing,; plas.tic·;hinges. ':-when"the ,~frame."sways-·s-idewise,
plastic'hinges ·.on ".one. end .. of alL .b,eams.:undergo ''unload.ing and become
'elastic 'again•. The plas.tic· hinges:on ,.theother ·ends .. continue to· ro-
tate. Therefore,. hitiges:may;'be.'i~troduced6n'one.:end.of beams and
·buckling. of. the "frame .maybe .·analyzed accordingl)"•. ·An .example.' of
'analysis .is ..:.shown.:,in,:~,~.g •.7'. L .. The.·.f.rame:"U-2.:h.as .:dimensions and·
,sectional properties:shqwo'in...Fig., 7 .l(a). The .frame·can .almost
.' carry. the 'load ,corresponding'. to' the' simple'beam ·.mechanism. . Prior ·to
. the ·.developme.nt of .:beam.·mechanism ',some· plastic :hingesmusthave.
I
.f.ormed at 'both '.ends··of· the .beams.•..Though,.. some· oLthe end. moments
of ·beams, .. might ·not.reach' the full plastic .moment , ,they' are 'very close
. to' the.' plasticmoment.in 'plasticaUy,·designed:.,frames•. It :is' on· the
.' safe ·side .. to ·assume' that·-hinges,form ·at·· the: end, of. each :.beam,as. shown
.in.Fig. 7.l(b). .Theref.ot'e, . the .. frame.·analyzed.d.s...weaker· than '.the
'actual .frame<'under .the ,same· loading, condition•.lAt·;the.instant .of
· side.s,way:'buckling, ,the ,frame,· has , the· configuration 'of Fig. 7.l(c).
·The plastic hinges,; at-.one ..end .0La11 beams' be,come·elasticwhilethe
.. hinges on the 'other .ends· cause, ;conti·nuous .r,otation. Because· 'of· the
-discontinuity, three ,hinges. and ,corresponding.hing~.-rotations:~8,.'f9'
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·and .'fIO,·are ,introduced. ,The. loads are applied on·'.the .column :tops 'of
-. the· deteriorated frame. Therefore, the :analysfs takes.·into 'account
\ .
the,·effect-of-. yieldingthr,oughout -the ·frame and ·the ·effectof un-
-load~ng'a-t- the - joints •
. The·method-ofanalysis is similar-tq·that:of.the previous three--
-story:'frame. - -The 'nondimensional critical· buckling <load .of .the .frame
-is-Per ;= -Q.• 42·as",.shown"in ..,Appendix·:C. .,The .·total buckling ·.load -. on
8.3 ,:Mer.chant~.s.-Approximate'Formula
In 1954_, ;Merchant(6~ l~ . prop~sed..a generalized Rankine's for-
-mula. to ,estimate' the. failure' 'load .ofelastic-plastic ·structures.
The ultima,te·.·load.of the .frame.F can'.beexpressed-in'.. terms,'of the sim-
• '. r '







, ·A ,series:'· of thirty-four model .tests' on ·.three-.~five-, and .. seven-
.' (1 54)
'story,' frames • .- indicated .. that'Merchant' s: formula· is' too·conserva-
:".,
'tive. ,Thebuckling·load.of·the·three-story,model.frames 'has 'been
calcula ted .by,'Merchant' s formula•
. F,rom·Table-5.3, ,.the 'elastic critical .10ad.is';.P.cr .=0.782. ·The
-simple' plastic.loadP,= '0.425 can be obtained :.from :the· simple-beam .
. .p












,For' the frame·of. four :columns, . the· tota1.buck1ing10ad .on:the .frame . is
·4P ·=4 ·x·0.275x.:,44.2,6 ,= 49 kips'
•8.4 ·;·Effective·.Length Fac.tor:Method
The ·toad .carryingcapcit-y. 'of centrally .. 'loadedcolumns. and .sim-
'ple frame ·can.be·expressed.interms of·the effective·length of the
• ." :: .' ... . (8.1)
columns ·lq,,·'i·where'K·is,.e·ffective ,length-factor ...•.. The 'K·-value ·is
dependent on' the.·G ·values...whichdefine· the 'end. conditions of· the co1-
'.I: IeLc
.G.= ------
in v.hich·I: indicateda·:swmnation'·fot:r·allmembers rigidly c~nnected.to
that joint and :lyingin'the.planeof buckling•. Ic 'isthe 'moment :of
inertia. and -~cthe·unsupported.length,of a·column isect'ion, and .. Ig is
. J I
,the moment· o~· inertia and Lg ... the unsupported ..;length 'of a girder-or
otherrestrainin,g,memb,er •












--where subscripts 0 ·and. 1 ·indicatethe -joints at bottom and top 'of
, the· first story . column. The ,alignmen~,.charts'in, Reference (8.1)' give.
'a ':K value of 2.9 .... According ·to 'Table' 2.5 ··of .. R.eference ·8.1. the 'non-
I •
dimensio¥l buckling ~load .of the .column ,is ,p '="0.6.4.. The· total buck-
. ling ~lo~~,of.frame 'U-2 'is




·8.5 -Buckling·.Ana1ysis· of Frames ,..with,'Tapered. Columns •. ' .'
·For frames wi-th.:taperedcolumns, .. the,energy,method.has··an:ad-
.. vant-age·of.simplicit-y/over conventional-method. Results of the
'buckling .analysi.s of, a, portal ,fr:ame·,.with .linearly '.tapered columns
,showed,-tha t..additiona 1 ,effort ..over ·:tha t of., uniform--.columnsis 'prac-
·tically negligible.• ".In'·;this.case ·thetota1.strain.energy.. of a; col.,.
umn ·can·.be .obtainedbyi integrati.on .of..cEq .. (6.2) , .. exceptmoment· of
...
, i
iner,tia 'of· .the·· column ,I be '.rep1aced.by· a ·,linear ·function.
, ' .
·8. 6. .~Comparis.on.Among.;.Analy;tica LMethods
_. Results of buckling·,.ana1ysis of the.·model:. frame 'U-2:bydiff-
erent· analytical.methods are·summarized. in·.Table-8.4•. Since model
,,- frame. 'U-2 was· proportioned according'. to . the geometry. and member. size
'-ofpracticaLbullding ·.frames,. the·numerical.values,appearing ·.in:Table
8.4 reveal. the· quantitative "picture ·of··the ·assumptions-made·in.·the
different ana lytica 1 methods. Some ·comparisons:amo.ng~ the 'methods .are.
· significant. ,in ,drawing.. the conclusions.:.in.:.the.·following ·:chapter.
· (a) : Compari-son ",b-e.tween '. the·effective·length,factqr. :method and the
· concentricine1as.tic.energymethod:.shows· th~t - the,:effective .. lEmgth
. ,
,factor ·method.recommended· by. the'C~lumnResearch 'Council .cat:J.:effec-
." /, . -. : I'
-tive ly·pr:edict .-the·buckling·, 10ad;6·f. ~ .. concentrically . loaded :frame .
I I
.More·details. are ·shown.in··Table,:8.5 and Fig. 8.5.
,(b)'Merchant's:Formula.is ove.r'conservative.
':,,-
· (c) . Th~' results 'obtained'by:simpl~'plastic analysis >Merchant' s
solution, ,the'inelastic :ener.gy,method ..with' plastic'-hinges ,and .:tb,e
,·tes,ts- are 'drastically;different from-:those obtained' by'effective .'
,length··.factor, concentric modified s lope -defl~ction.·and.. concentric
J ,
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energy methods. : This 'indicates:thesignificance'of the effect of pri-
,mary'-bending'moment upon the"buck1ing ,of one-to ·three- story :frames 0
8.7:Buckling.Ana1ysis of Sing1e-.Story"Frames. and Their'Comparison with'
. Exact·.Solution .and. Test. Results 0
The inelastic :ene'rgy method was designed .. for ·t~estability
analysis of, tall· building.frames •. The effect of, primary,"bending ',moment
due ·to·10adson·beams. is rela'tive1y small comparedwith the high· axial
.. load, on. the .lower ·stories., .However,. the inelastic energy method was
applied to compute the buckling loads, of.sing1e-story model.frames"W-1
andW-2. ·Resu1ts of exact analysis and. tests·are summarizedin:Tab1e
·5 ·-of.Refer,ence (~.1) 0
. F.orframe ·.W-1, ,the critical .buckling: load and ultimate load
.fr.om.· test ,were ,9.22' kips and 1l.17.:kips on.each, column•.. A buckling
. load of 9.74' kips...was computedby,.the ,inelastic' energy method .. com-
. ,pared .with;,the.'resu1t .of 10.65 ,kips obtained·.by·Lu.
,For. ·frame··.W-2" 8. 79:kips was ·the,'critical ,buckling' load and
'10.• 14 :.kips" was :the"ultimate,' load obtained from ·the .test, .. while 9.73
I
".kips.·-wasthe ·buckling, load ..ca1cu1atedby.,the inelastic' energy. method





In ·.this· dissertation ,an.energy· method has 'beenused fo~ ·the
anti-symmetrical' buckling· analysis of mu1,ti-story ,·frame.s,it} :the elastic
and .ine1asticranges. .E1astic.'buck~ing ·.load.s of· one-: ,t;w~-.,· and. three-
. ,
·story/frames. ,w'ith.varied.s1Emderness· of·' colUmns ..were ·com'putedby· the
. "
proposed,e1astic :e~ergymethod~ .Th~irresults',Mer,e ,compared .·.with· those
obtained .by,'the .existing method' of modified .slope deflection•. The
·method. developed :.in"this diss,ertation. is valid .for 'determining,thetan-
·gent -modulus: 10,ad ..of "axial1y.,'10aded ,frames·'. The . problem .of B·..frame
,subjected . t o,:-.primary:'bending .moments :.was not.-solved.exact1y•. ,How-
·ever, an .appr,oximate .·.buck1ing':10ad __w~s obtained·.by. app1ying:thein-
elastic .energy. method to a.deterioratedframe .taking ':into account. the
. I. .
·effect ·:of yie1ding,,·.on·beams and columns. A.. technique for experimental
investigati0n',0f. the instability, of three-story::frames 'is, shown. ·.A
! .
.practica1samp1e 'or a 'buck1ing, analysis. of an.:eleven-story:,'bui1ding
.·Frame is given.
Finally:a-three-story;frame 'is analyzed by.existing.methods
and the . proposed. method•.The' resu1ts'jof analysis are .compared ,with
I(
i,
.The contribution.of this'dissertationccan'be sunnnarized as
·follows.
· (1) A method to 'determine . the .~las,tic 'buckling '.-load ·of multi-story
~. ' ,
,'frames under 'concentric column ;.1oads :was ·shown•. The .advantage .of.-the
'method over conventional methods ··lies .:inits.simp1icity:'because tri-
gonometr,ic 'functions no .longer exist 'in :thebuck1ing', condition. ,There-
-for~, ,the'buckling'loadof a:~rame can be ·obtained.without ·tab1es of
'J,
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.:trigonometric· functions or stability functions •
. (2) .The method .. is extended to analyze frames :inthe inelastic as
d,well as the' elastic range •. Frames pa~tially,yie1ded.due to axial
load and. residual stresses.,can ..b~ ana:lyzed •
. (3) ,An experimental .technique·toinvestigate'the .phenomena of· 1n-
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stabilitY.·in mu1ti.-.story,framesis shown·•.The test :setup'is effective
·bothfor. small ,d.ef.1ec.t·ions and.:.1a·rgedef1ections· of model frames •
Therefore ,the' test,.setup, can.beused·.to ,investigate ··the 'instabili ty
-,of frames under.:c.omb.ined.verti.caland horizontal .1o"ads.
" (4) ...A digital computer program ·is. developeqto ,solve the anti-
.sYmmetrical.buckling .. of an.actua1b.u11di.ng,·. frame. The::.imput.data
are ·geometr.y.:.of ..the.. fr.ame, ,.bending .. characteristicsof 'members 'and axial·
:, ,I
yie1d.strength.of columns •. The.c~putercan print out:. the ·cd.tica1
buck1ing:10ad .within. sever.a1 minutes :for .the·ana1ys.is· of an .e1even-
's tory' frame .•
. (5): The deformed .. shape' of . the frame at: the ;instant .of buckling is
inves.tigated•. After.obtaining ·:thecritica1 buckling ':load, .another
program 'has .been ··deve10pedto ,solve ·the angular :rotation at :each
.joint and .. sidesway aLeach '. story•. The' results of the .ana1ysis re-
·vea1 a clear. picture of, failure ·mode 'of the' frame.' The design.can
,·be. revised accordingly to': increase' the' ultimates.ttength of the
. frame •
.The fo11()wing: conclusions can ·.bedrawn'cfromthe resu~ts'of
the·investigation.contained in·thisdissertation.
,(1) ; The 'elastic energy' method .developedin.this'dissertationcan
:be·'·used to .predict the ·e1asticinstability.-10ad ,of. frames.·more
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· directly.'t.han: the 'modified.s lope-deflection' method. The error: in-
volved .. in thismethod~is·within the.. order· ,of magnitude .of· ·those .due
·to,the·irr~gularity;·ofmaterial proper.ties,.; loading·:conditiolls and
;'
coristruc.tionmethods.
, (2): ,Close :comparions ,be.tween .the results obtained b.y the' ine lastic
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·.energy me.thod and the ,method .recommended by. the 'Column 'Research' Coun-
cU(8.l) indi,cate.. ~.tha.t the' CRC method.isvery..:effective ,for .practical
analysis of 'low ·building .. frames ·under. concentric 'column ·,loads •
. (3) 'The,predic~ed.buckling load is onlYi4%'higher:than.the·test,re-
·sult.However,mor,e.'testsare 'necessary :to 'confirm.~the_:accuracy, of
- the inelastic',energy method.
· (4) ·'.The inelastic :instabili,ty ,analysis of ,an"eleven-story',building
, I
frame ,showed; thatthe.:reduction :of 'load~cat:rying~capcityiis·more :than
'one:"third,of. the· full yieldload.ofthecolumns.Therefor.e, a .check
against,instability,may:be' necessary;in ·the·; lower story. of .highmulti-
.story." frames.
'. (5) The results of, deformation 'analysis reveal. some important facts
. about the buckling 'mode, :of practical building.frames•. The:frame:has
a 'definite failure mode .wi~h ,.the; largest ·sideswaY.'.in' a.lower' story
:'of the frame •. The· magnitude 'of the, sidesway.'tapers :off.rapidly,away
. from' this . cri1;:ica1 .story. :'
,(6) A revised,,,design .against overall. instability, of a ,: frame ,can 'be
·made· by.' increasing' the.member· sizes in the critical .s~tory:.of the ,frame.
· This,·might-.result:'in ,an.economical d~:~ign.so:far as the overall in-
·stability.'load:.is'the ·criticalload o-f. the 'frame •




,thirds 'of the- buckling load obtained from "the test~ Therefor.e"Mer-
'chant I smethod is' too ,c0nservative fora ,frame of these·· proportions
"and·· loading.
· (8) 'The design,. of .the model frame and:test,·setu~.:were.satisfactory
· as: evidenced' by' the tes.t.result •. A .sudden'bifurca.tion.ofthe ·frame
at·buckling.indicates·that·the funqtion:of.the.H-shapedspreader
· beams -was very. satisfactory:,for' the alignmen~of.~hefr~eand the
· loadi.ng system. imposed .little . restraint to .:sidesway movement. of the'
I . : I
frame.
· (9) 'The agreement between : the ·,theoreticalfailure ·mode·and:buckled
.shape·of the· test' frame can·.be 'regarded as ,additional: evidence that
,
the 'inelastic ·energy·method is' adequate and .can·"be 'used· fordefor-
'mation ·.analysisof. frames.
I
,Based on ·.the· theoretical and experimE!ntal studies .·c.ontained
i
· in' this ·disser.tation, some ·additional. research ..work ·.still needed. is
suggested.in ·.the- following.
· (1) .Investigation ',0f. the e·ffect.of .beam.stiffn~ss·upon·.bucklingof
a" frame 'can "be 'made ·'by. c:onducting: the·· proposed .. test. of Frame ,u-4 ',in
·.Table 7 •.1.
,(2) .In ·.order to.'.investigate·the· struc.tural.behavior at.:the l.ower
stories of a, ta11 building ': frame, . two, addi tiona1, lo'ads •can :be
,applied.' on ,the column ·.tops of Frame'U-l and U-3 ,in ·.Table '7.1.
· (3) 'The 'buckling:behavior: 0f an.isolated portion 'of, ,the ·lower
:several stories 'of the'eleven-story.-frame'must'be studied. Fr.om
.the .results",of.computation,. a decision 'can:be made as' to ,what ',ex-'
tent:the ·top 'stories :can::be ·disregardedfor a ·buc~linganalysis.
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(4) . Resa1ts ·of. the above··theoretica1 and experimental. studies. should
be ·able·to ,lead to :.the·establishmentofspecifications :in.':the ·design
·of mu1ti-s,tory',frames againstinstability::-ofbifurcation ..type.
· (5) ,The-effect of partiaLba~efixity··upon.thebuckling.' of .mu1ti-
.story .frames: ·.must,·.~e.studied•
.The' energy. method :forstab'Uity .ana1}"sis . ·presented. in :this
r
'dissertation ·constitutes a ·.possib1e·'first:step':,in ·:ob.taining·:the
·critical. load of .the ·structure 'under .both· static'and.dynamic ··loads.
. I

































= Moment ' of· inertia
th
,=Moment,of inertia ofthei.story member
=-Subscript of story number. or left joint




",~ -Y.ield, bending moment
""Yield moment of ~'i t h ,floor, beam
. ~ .
th .
= 'Yie 1d moment. of i, ,story: column
:;=l'Tota1 maximuIilunknqwnvariab1es of the frame
=-Number'ot stories
'=0 Axial. load.' ona colUmn
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- .,p
'. p, '''''r- ''''Non-dimensional axial load
,y
-p , (p) N d . . 1 . 1 1 d h' ,th 1i~ pi'""' on- ~mens~ona ax~a oaon t, el ,'story, co umn
'y
"Pcr '" Critica1.buckling •load ,of a frame
.~ ,"'Elastic buckling )oadof a·.frame
J?p ;::=Ul:'timate 'load by simple plastic method
P ,= Axial. yield' loady
y,=Radius of gyration about, weak axisy
.S '""'Sectfonmodu1us
s ='Halflength.of a column
'U=Tota1 strain energy of a'member
PB ;::= Total strain energy of, abeam
U"'Tota1straineneJ:'gy,of'a column
,c
'U ,'""Elastic' strain 'energy of a member
e




u ,= = Non-dimensional bending strain ·.energy
uy
u ,,," Unit bending 'strain ,energy,'at yie1,dy
, V = Potential energy. of amemb,er
~B '""Potentia1 energy of abeam
V := 'Potentia1 energy, of a column
-'c
VH "'Potentia1 energy of axial thrust·onaheam
'" V "'Potentia1 energy. of uniform load on a ,beam
"w




"" ·in·Tab1e·5.1 .andTab1e ·5.2
. = 'inTab1e, 5 .1 and· Tab1e·5. 2




"" .4rlMy f(o) =
'Qit
'y




"" 8 ,My f(1/3P)
"0 hy
z "" .:'P Py,'h








:"" :Axia1shortening .of a .:beam
'''''·Axial shortening -of a column
Ax · 1 h . f h .th 1=' ~a _~ orten~ng.o t e ~ .storyco umn
T 1 1 h f h .th - 1=. ota .sett ement at t e'top '0 t e~story co umn
S 'd .' d f1 t' at" .the''; th. floorII' ~ ..es~ay.- e . ec ~on ...







= Yield curvature of i 'f100r 'beam
"" ·.Yie1d. curvature 'of i thstory column
= Angular rotation'of jointi
.~ Angular 'rotation at .joint· j
~ .
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Table 3.1 SEX:TIONAL PROPERTIES CY TEST SPECIMENS
Area of Depth of Flange Flange Flange Ix Sx rx Z fSection Section Width Thickness Thickness
A, in2 d, in b,in t, in W, in in~ in~ in. in~ INominal 1.085 2.625 1.840, 0.201 0.156 1.236 0.942 1.062 1.086 1.16




Tab le 3. 2 SE~TI~~:' '~OPERTIES OF PURLI~ I
!
Area of Depth of Flange Flange Web Ix Sx rx ry !£xSection Section Width Thickness ThicknessA ·2 d. in. b.in. t. in. W.in. in~ in~ in. in.i m. "
0.34" 1.5 0.75 0.188 0.125 0.11 0.15 0.56 0.22
I
./
Table 5.1 TOTAr. POTENTIAL ENERGY OF THREE-sTORY FRAMES
COLUMN [2 2 2]
Uc YI 0/0+0/1 +% 'k -3%PI-3'k A+3A
(O-I;4~5)




.lLt2 p PUB 2 1 ~r3 "3i ~
--(1-5) 33 7p" 3h p P 3
- t- ~ 3' 1~~
.2Lt2
2
UB h P P 22 2
''"" t-
-I{ 3 1 '1{(2-6) Ih ~~ ~*. _I- ~lm°
UB .x. ",2 " ... 1- L -I2 '~'(3-7)
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Table 5.2 INELASTIC BUCKLIN~ CONDITION OF THREE-5TORY FRAMES;
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1
a2:(U+V) 2YI YI -3YI
a% ~12Z +3Z +9Z
aL(U+V) YI 2YI+2Y2 Y2 ....;3YI -3Y2 \
O'f'. +3Z -20Z+ X +22 +9Z +6ZI . . '
tl2:(u+v) . Y2 2Y2+2Y3 Y3 -3Y2 .-3Y3
-
..
°"'2 +2Z -12Z+ X +z +62 +3Z
iJL(U+V) .' Y3 2Y3 -3Y3
iJ~ +"Z / -4Z+X +3Z
.. 3_ -
a2:(u+v) -3YI -3YI / 6YI..
O~ . t9Z +9Z ·-108Z .
..
-3Y2 -3Y2 6Y202:(u+V) ..01 ; -,+6Z +6Z . -72Z..
OL(R,+V) -3Y3 -3Y3 6Y3
0 3 , . .' +32 +3Z -36Z
. :".
~ h 15 20 25 30 40 60 80 120 160r;
Mod ified slope P 3.719 2.403 1.693 1.262 0.782 0.388 0.232 0.110 0.064 ~~ I~Deflection
·fi p p
'.'
. , ," 3 3


















~ 'If ~ ~ q ~ R,3
8 EIe 4 EIe
-
12Ele
oL{U+V) h h h
0'/10 ' 12Ph + 3Ph + 9Ph- 4545 45
oL(U+V)





-h h 2 45 h h h
0'k + 3Ph 27TE Ib + 2Ph 9 Ph +,6Ph45 + L 45 + 45 ' 45 "
oL(U+V)





- h hh h 2 45 h
00/2 27TEIb Ph' ,
..
+ 6Ph + 3Ph' 2Ph
+ 45 +4"5'- L 45 45
4 EIe 8 EIe 4Ph 12 EIe
- -oL(U+V) " h h 2 45 h
00/3 + Ph
27TElb + 3Ph
.. 45 + 'L 45
-
12 Ere 12 Elc
i' ..
24EIe
oL(U+V) h - h· "./- h' , I9Ph 9Ph " 108 Phoff ,. "+ + - 4545 45 . '.'
12Ele 12 EIe 24 EIe
oL(U+V) - - hh 'h .-
o~ 6Ph + 6Ph - 72Ph+ 45 45 45. ,
.'
12 Ere 12 EIe 24Ele
oL(U+V) - h h h
o~ + 3Ph + 3Ph' -' 36Ph45 . 45 45
-"
I\, Table 6 0 2L ' ----_ . ~.'.
-




Deflection 2.00 2.03 2.07 2.17 2.33 3.38 <0
Elastic Energy k 1.992 2.013 2,033 2.095 2.197 2.926 CO m>m mm
Modified'slope k
p p
1.000 1.016" 1.030 1.082 1.156 1.501 2.000Deflection
...




. ' ' I:)
\-_._- ------,--------------- -- :~- ------ "l' .
\ Table 6. J RESULTS OF ANTI -SYMMETRIC BUCKLIN!} ANA:DYSIS a,....,TWO.-STCftY FRAMES~
~- ~~~~ ~~-
-
- - - ~ ------ - --~
~ y 0 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 CO ~, \-
Modified slope IP P
Deflection ~ k 2.000 2.033 2.166 2.328 2.634 a>
Elastic Energy k 1.992 1.995 2.075 2.189 2.353 CO
-rl'Tt 77',"
Modified slope P' P
Deflection k 1.000 1.033 1.160 1.310 1.515 4.000






tP . t P \FrameNo. Span Size L Height Size h TL (in) rx:(in) T h (in) rx (in) rx ,P t Px ~
U-I 60 5 1.095 54.8· 33 5 1.095' 30 ~28 13.7 2 8 13.7 II
,P~ ,P
5 2~ 13;7 @U-2 60 28 13.7 1.095· 54.8. 44 1;.095 40 ~.
U-3'
.... 60 315.7 1.230 -48.8' 5 - 1.095 . 30 1·33 2813.7
















Yieldi L;;;' moment of the Nth floor beam














= StO!y or floor number
= Non-dimensional axial load wrt. the first story column
='. Non-dimensional critical buckling load
= Non-dimensional.~ axial load on the Nth story column
'"\ Nth= Axial yielding load of the story 'column
= Yielding curvature of the Nth floor beam
= Yield:: ",:;, ',curvature of the Nth story column
= 10.82l6*MYB(N)
L*RYB(N)
= 8*F(N)*MYC(N) For P(N)< 0.4
H*RYC(N)
= 8*G(N)*MYC(N) For P(N» 0.4
H*RYC(N)













L Y (N) M (",2 +,1,2 +,1, ,I, - 3'" p.. -3'" p.. +3 p'2 )
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INELASTIC BUCKLING CONDITION OF AN ELEV~~-STORI .FRAMEJ








~ t *1 It Pz ~ P. P, Ii ~ Pa P, Ito R.
~rIU+V) XI+2lCY Y2 -3"YI -3lCY2
~ +2"Y2 +55MZ +198_Z +165-ZC484MZ
~rIU+V) Y2 ~l':~ Y3 -3"YZ -3"Y3~ +55"Z +45_Z 165"Z +135"Z-4OO"Z
"rIU+V) Y3 X3+21lY.! Y4 -3"Y3 -3"Y4
~."s + 45..Z ~~:4Y"\ +36"Z +135"Z ~OS"Z
~V) Y4 X4+2NI'4 Y5 -3"Y4 -3" ::1
~"'4 +36"Z ~b"6~5;t +2S"Z +IOS"Z +84"
"rIU+V) Y5 X5+2~ Y6 -3"Y5 -3-Y6
"ofIs +2S"Z +2"Y6 +21"Z +S4_Z +63MZ-1961<7
~l Y6 X6+~ Y7 -3"Y6 -3MY7~~ +21"Z +2"Y7 +15_Z ~"Z' 45-Z
-144,,7
"rlU+v) Y7 X7+2>fYl YB -3*Y7 -3"YS
"'41. +15"Z +2_YS +IOJOZ +45·"Z +30-Z-100>07
~rlu+v) YS X8+2MYS Y9 -3"YS -3"Y9




"rIU+V) Y9 X9+2lC'"t'!3 YIO -3WY9 -3"YI0
~~.1 +6"Z +2-YI0 +3wZ +18"Z +9"Z
.-f---.....
---
-36"Z 500+~~ YIO YII -- -3MY10 -3WYII
. ~'ko +3"Z +2..YII +Z 0 +9wZ +3wZ
-16"Z
a~+V) YII XII+2l1Yll -3"YII+Z -4_Z +3MZ
"rIU+V) -3wYI 6WYI
~P, 198wZ Z376lCZ,




~rlu+v) -3wY3 -3•.v3 6WY3
~P, +135MZ +135MZ -i620J0Z
~ -3*Y4 -3wY4 / , 6wY4
,,~ +108wZ +108WZ I296MZ
"rrl -3"Y5 -3..Y!! 6"Y5
, '5 +84wZ +84*Z ·IOO8>'Z
~l -3wY6 -3"Y6 6..Tti,,~ +63wZ +63MZ -756MZ
~ -3*Y7 ~rY7 6wY7
"P. +45.. Z 5wZ -54Q1lZ
arlU+vl -3WYS -3wYB 6wyS
"If +3OwZ +3O_Z -36OMZ
"rIU+V} -3MY9 -3wY9 6wY9
"P. ISWZ IS*Z -216MZ.
.-
~ -3*YI0 -3"YI0 6"Y10
"Poo +9"Z +9*Z -108"Z
~V} -3*YII -3WYII &MY,"
"P.. +3MZ +3"Z -36wZ
: ~\-.~_ _._ _._ _.__._-_._-_._._-_.._.. _-_.._--_ _-_._.__ .•__..__ ._-_.~ _ _ .._--_.._.._._ •.._~._.: --;--_ - _.._--_.__••.....__ ..........•._ - . ,:
L.fL Table go~ ._ .J;,cMPARIS~· ""fQNO' ANALYTICAL ~or:SJ
Ultimate Load Ultimate Load
Methods of Analysis on a Column on the Frome U-2
(P) (kips)





(2) Effective Foetor (CRe) . 'Length 0.64 I 13
, .
..
(3) MerChant's Formula 0.28, 49
, (4) " Concentric Modified Slope Deflection 0.78 138
"
:
(5) Concentric Elastic Energy / 0.89 157
, -
(6) Concentric Inelastic Energy 0.62 110
.'
(7) Inelastic Energy with Plastic Hinges 0.42 74
.
(8) Test Result 0.40 71
T' e.5'
__ .______ . _ _ _ - ---~---~---.-.. - 1f-- Table 8,,5 . COMPARISON B~'ED! I~T'IC ENERGY METHCID AND CRe METHOD FOR \ \
BUCKLING LOADS OF THREJt~...sTORY FRAMES
-. "'" . ("
~ h 15 20 25 . 30 40 60 80 120r;
C. R.C. P 0.905 0.857 0.810 0.745 0.627 0.354 0.230 - t~ ~~Py p p
"3 3
Inelastic Energy P 1.060 0.987 0.899 0.803 0.616 0.351 0.215 0.103 p pPy "3 3






___-------- p= 0.2 Py
P= O.SPy
~__----:----- P= 0.4 Py .








Fig. 2.1 MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST qELATlr.NSHIPS
. ;. ~..
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/- t ~ 60 in.
}f-----KX Inelastic Energy Method
0----0 Elastic Energy Method






BUCKLING- ANALYSIS OF·THRFE-8TOOY FRAMES
o 20 40
Fig. 5.2



























'7r~k =. h Jp = Effective Length Factor





. /).--- -6. Modified Slope
Deflection Method
o 0 Elastic Energy
Method
'--------'------..L--------L------....&.--------I--tJ>-
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 y









6--6 Modified Slope Deflection
Method
o Elastic Energy Method
.". jE1ek =11 p = Effective Legth Factor
. I 1.














~. Fig. 6.2 BUCKLING ANALY5IS;j OF :nro-STORY FRAMES
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HORIZONTAL ANn VERTICAL DEFLECTION MEASUR»!ENT ON MODEL F'R.t'!ME
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Fig. 7.10 SCAFFm.D AND TRANSITS ON THE RIGHT SIDE roo DEF1JX;TION
MEASUREMENT OF TEST FlUME DfTU-C110N
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. ?:t~ .,'<f':·Fig. '7.12 REVISED LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES Fan T~T U-2
.. 11K. 7.13 SFCOND TEST CF FRAME U-2 IN PROORESS
- 99
Fig. 1.14 sreOND TEST IMMEDIATELY AFTER BIFURCATION OF FRAME U-2
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\\ q ~ ,I
~LO LO 1/~~ ~/~
()
WEST FRAME
Load 53.16 kips (Rdngs. in kip-in.)
;.[F:=g. 7.15 M~T DUORAM OF WEST ~. U-2 AT LOAD 53.~ KIPS 1
.,', ,.
-31.1
-34.1~ . '0 ?-34.1
, : \ / I ,
I \ / I
, I \ / I
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\\\ ~ Q II\ \re ,roll
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\ \ / I
~ \ / , 1-11.4 y-8.2'----0-'-- J






Load 53.16 kips (Rdngs. in kip- in.)
I Fig o 7.16 MCMENT DIAGRAM OF EAST FRAME U-2 AT LOAD 5).16 KI~:
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Load 53.16 kips (Rdngs. in kips)
THRUST DIA~RAM OF WEST FlAME U-2 AT LOAD 5).16 KIPS~Fig. 7..17
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Load 70.9 kips (Rdngs. in kip-in.)















































.0 o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
.~2(in.)
o 0.5 1.0 1.5
~3(in.)
v- .. ~Fii.·· 7.21 ,Co _ p \LOAD VS. SIDESWAY fE N. W. COLUMN. }
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Load 64.03 kips (Rdngs. in in.)
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Load 64.93 kips (Rdngs. iOn in.)
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Load 70.9 kips (Rdngs. in in.)
-IJo




















iT ~ 11 ~
p ~ P
·TT ~ 11 ~
p ~ P
-II ~ iT
'"p rg ~ PIT 1r W.
























































































































~ =4.10 X 10-3
'If =5.64x 10-3
. ~ =.6.84 X10-3




- - -1 'l{o =8.07x 10-7
I,
I







- -, ~ =9.04 X 10-5
,
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~ =8.41 X 10-3















--Modified Slope Deflection Method
~ Inelastic Energy Method
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! CCMPARISON BETWEEN INELASTIC ENERGY METHCD AND CRC METHOD




-12 • . APPENDICES
~119
\
\210 20 A(I)=O ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
220 (1=1+1)-485 ( ) ( ) ( ) (20 ) ( ).
230 A(2)=A(23)=Y(2)+55*Z ( . ) (. ) ( ) ( ) ( )
240 A(25)=A(46)=Y(3)+45*Z . ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
250 A(48)=A(69)=Y(4)+36*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
260 A(71)=A(92)=Y(5)+28*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
270 A(94)=A(115)=Y(6)+21*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
280 A(117)=A(138)=Y(7)+15*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
290 A(140)=A(161)=Y(8)+10*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )-"-
-
300 A(163)=A(184)=Y(9)+6*Z ", ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) -
310 A(186)=A(207)=y(10)+3*Z ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( )
320 A(209)=A(230)=Y(11)+Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
330 A(12)=A(243)=-3*Y(1)+198*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
340 A(13)=A(35)=A(265)=A(266)=3*Y(2)+165*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
350 A(36)=A(58)~A(288)=A(289)=-3*Y(3)+135*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
360 A(59)=A(81)=A(311)=A(312)=-3*Y(4)+108*Z <. ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
370 A(82)=A(104)=A(334)=A(335)=-3*Y(5)+84*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
380 A(105)=A(127=A(357)=A(358)=-3*Y(6)+63*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
390 A(128)=A(150)=A(380)=A(381)=-3*Y(7)+45*Z ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( )
400' A(151)=A(173)=A(403)=A(404)=-3*Y(8)+30*Z ( ) ( ) .( ) ( ) ( . )
410 A(174)=A(196)=A(426)=A(427)=-3*Y(9)+18*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
420 A(197)=A(219)=A(449)=A(450)=-3*Y(10)+9*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
430 A(220) =A(242) =A(47 2) =A(473)=-3*Y(11)+3*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
440 A(1)=X(1)+2*Y(1)+2*Y(2)-484*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
450 A(24)=X(2)+2*Y(2)+2*Y(3)-400*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
460 A(47)~X(j)+2*Y(3)+2*Y(4)-324*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
470 A(70)=X(4)+2*Y(4)+2*Y(5)-256*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
480 A(93)=X(5)+2*Y(S)+2*Y(6)-196*Z ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
490 A(116)=X(6)+Z*Y(6)+Z*Y(7)-144*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
. 500 A(139)=X(7)+Z*Y(7)+Z*Y(8)-100*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( )
510 A(16Z)=X(8)+Z*Y(8)+Z*Y (9) -64*Z .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
5Z0 A(185)=X(9)+Z*Y(9)+Z*Y(10)-36*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




540 A(23t)=X(11)+2*Y(11)-4*Z ( ) ( ) C ) ( ) ( )
550 A(254)=6*Y(1)-2376*Z ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( )
560 A(277)=6*Y(2)-1980*Z ( . ) ( ) ( ). ( ) ( )
570 A(300)=6*Y(3)-1620*Z ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .-
580 A(323)=6*Y(4)-1296*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
590 A(346)=6*Y(5)-1008*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
600 A(369)=6*Y(6)-756*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
610 A(392)=6*Y(7)-540*Z <' ) ( ) ( ) ( r ( )
620 A(415)=6*Y(8)-360*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( .)
-
630 A(438)=6*Y(9)-216*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) "
640 A(461)=6*Y(10)~108*Z ( ) ..( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ~
650 A(484)=6*Y(11)-36*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
660 A~DIM, (22,22) ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( )
670 B=INV, (A) . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
680 B(O) STHE VALUE OF DETERMINANT ( ) ( ) ( ) (30 ) ( )
690 D=B(O) , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (-".,) .. , . . . - ..
700,j P=P+INCREMENT ( ) ,( ) ( ) ( ) (BEGN)
710 30 PC=P+0.02*B(O)/(D-B(0) (- ) ( .) ( ) ( ) ("'.").'- '.
720 PVLH,PjD,B(O) ,PC ( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) (BACK)
730 FS $FS-SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE \ /~. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) . FS ,i '
740 FS(1)=~0.0425*FS(1)*FS(1)-0.1363*FS(1)+0.4509 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (. ) FS .
750 $FS-SUBROUTINE ENDS. ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( FS •
760 GS . $GS-SUBROUTNIEiSTARTS HERE ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) : GS •
770 GS(1)=-0.34713*GS(1)*GS(1)+O.2~23*GS(1)+0.43C
fN!#543 0, v '-ttl) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (. ) i GS
780 $GS-SUBROUTINE ENDS. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ..: GS •
790 XS $XS-SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) C- ) . XS .
800 XS(1)=10.8216*XS(l)/(XS(2)*L) C ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (. ) XS .
810 $XS-SUBROUTINE ENDS. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) XS
. 820 YS $YS-SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .> ( ) : YS .
,830 YS(1)=8*YS(l)/(YS(2)*H) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) ': YS •
840 $YS-SUBROUTINE ENDS. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) : YS
850 END$END OF THE PROGRAM .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) - YS .
180 $H 6.4000000-01 $~. 2.3389992-17 $D -9.3653367-18 $B(O)
6.3428164-01 $PC
f!END OF DATAl! CARD READ AS DATA I









\140 Y(N)=F(N)*YS.(MYC(N),RYC(N» ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( TRAS )
150 HIgH G(N)=GS.(P(N» (- ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
160 Y(N)=G(N)*YS.(MYC(N),RYC(N» . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
170 TRAS X(N)=XS.(MYB(N),RYB(N» . (- ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
180 (N=N+1) -12 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 10 ) I )
190 Z=P*PYC(1)*H/165 (. ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
200 1=1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
210 20 A(I)=O ( ) () ) ( ) . ( ) ( )
220 (1=1+1)-463 <- ) ( ) ( ) ( 20 .. ) ( ).
230 A(1)=X(1)+2*Y(1)+2*Y(2)-484*Z ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) ".
240 A(24)=X(2)+2*Y(2)+2*Y(3)-400*Z ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
250 . A(47)=X(3)+2*Y(3)+2*Y(4)-324*Z ( ) . ( ) ( ) .( ) ( )
260 A(70)=X(4)+2*Y(4)+2*Y(5)-256*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
270 A(93)=X(5)+2*Y(5)+2*Y(6)-196*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
280 A(116)=X(6)+2*Y(6)+2*Y(7)-144*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
290 A(139)=X(7)+2*Y(7)+2*Y(8)-100*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
300 A(162)=X(8)+2*Y(8)+2*Y(9)-64*Z ( ) ( .) ( ) ( ) ( )
310 A(185)=X(9)+2*Y(9)+2*Y-(10)-36*Z ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
320 A(208)=X(10)+2*Y(10)+2*Y(ll)-16*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
330 A(231)=X(11)+2*Y(11)-4*Z \ "'. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
340 A(254)=6*Y(2)-1980*Z I ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
350 A(277)=6*Y(3)-1620*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
360 A(300)~6*Y(4)-1296*Z / ( - ) ( ) .( ) ( ) ( )
370 A(323)=6*Y(5)-1008*Z / ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
380 A(346)=6*Y(6)-756*Z ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) .( ) .
390 A(369)=6*Y(7)-540*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
400 A(392)=6*Y(8)-360*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
410 A(415)=6*Y(9)-216*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
420 A(938)=6~(10)-108*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
. 430 A(461)=6*Y(11)-36*Z t· ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
440 A(2)=~(23)=Y(2)+55*Z .( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
450 A(25)=A(46)=Y(3)+45*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )






470 A(71)=A(92)=Y(5)+28*Z ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( )
480 A(94)=A(115)=Y(6)+21*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
490 A(117)=A(138)=Y(7)+15*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
500 A(140)=A(161)=Y(8)+10*Z· (- ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
510 A(163)=A(184)=Y(9)+6*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
520 A(186)=A(207)=Y(10)+3*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
530 A(209)=A(230)=Y(11)+Z ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( )
540 A(12)=A(34)=A(243)=A(244)=-3*Y(2)+165*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( )
550 A(35)=A(57)=A(266)=A(267)=-3*Y(3)+135*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .... ) ( ) . .
560 A(58)=A(80)=A(289)=A(290)=~3*Y(4)+108*Z (- ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) '.
570 I A(81)=A(103)=A(312)=A(313)=-3*Y(5)+84*Z ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( )
580 A(104)=A(126)=A(335)=~(336)=-3*Y(6)+63*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
590· A(127)=A(149)=A(358)=A(359)=-3*Y(7)+45*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( :-)
600 A(150)=A(172)=A(381)=A(382)=-3*Y(8)+30*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
610 A(173)=A(195)=A(404)=A(405)=-3*Y(9)+18*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
620 A(196)=A(218)=A(427)=A(428)=-3*Y(10)+9*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
630 A(219)=A(241)=A(450)=A(451)=-3*Y(11)+3*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( :. )
640 A(22}=( -3*Y(1)+198*Z)*( -0.005) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
650 A=DIMS. (21,22) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). ( )
660 B=SMEQ. (A) /- ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( ) <:: )/
670 M=l .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). ( )
680 30 PSI(M)=B(M), RHO(M+l)=B(M+ll),PSI(~1)=B(11) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .>
690 (M=:;:M+l) -11 (. ) ( ) ( ) ( 30 ) ( ) ,
700 PVLPSI(l) ,PSI(2hpSI(3) ,PSI(4) ;PSI(5) ,PSI(6) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ..
710 PVLPSI(7),PSI(8),PSI(9),PSI(10),PSI(11) ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) .( ) ;
720 PVLRHO(2),RHO(3)¥RHO(4),RHO(5),RHO(6) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .> ..
725 PVLRHO(7) ,RHO(8) ,RHO(9) ,RHO(10hRHO(1l) <. ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (BACK). -.-'
730 FS $FS-SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .) FS .
740 FS(1)=-0.0425*FS(1)*FS(1)-0.1363*FS(1)+0.4509 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ......) .:FS ..
750 $FS-SUBROUTINE ENDS. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .) .FS .
760 GS $GS-SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( .) .~S.
770 GS (1)=-0. 347131<'(;S (1 )*GS (1)+0. o2423'1-."(;S (1)+0·. 4lC ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) <. .. ) ·GS
fNNF543




( ) ( ) . (
( ) ( ) (
( ) 0 ( ) (
( ) ( ) (
( ) ( )- (
( ) ( ) (
( ) (- ) (
4.1036291-03 $PSI(3) 2.1729242-03 $PSI(4)
4.7738616-06 $PSI(9) 8.0713221-07 $PSI(10)
5.1467406-03 $RHO(4) 2.0022059-03 $RHO(5)
1.4610377-05 $RHO(9) 2.9728182-06 $RHO(10)
790 XS $XS-SUBROUT1NE STARTS HERE
800 XS(1)=10.8216*XS(1)j(XS(2)*L)
810 $XS'-SUBROUTINE ENDS.
820 YS. $YS-SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE
830 YS(1)=8*YS(1)j(YS(2)*H) .
840 $YS-SUBROUTINE ENDS~
850 END$$ND OF THE PROGRAM.
5.6382421-03 $PSI(l) 6.8445603-03 $PSI(2)
2.9195052-04 $PSI(6)
9.0442619-05 $PSI(7) 2.1612172-05 $PSI(8)
1.4672309-07 $PSI(ll)
1.1916090-02 $RHO(2) 8.4054896-03 $RHO(3)
6.9914112-04 $RHO(6)
2.2691887-04 $RHO(7) 6.9183010-05 $RHO(8)
4.8606711-07 $RHO(ll)
fiEND OF DATAlI CARD READ AS DATA
) ( ) (0")
) ( ) (. . .. .) :
) ( ) ()
) ( ). ( ' .. )) ( . ) (. ,.oJ
) ( ) (~')
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APPENbl )( .~
265 Y. C. YEN ANTISYMMETRIC BUCKLING OF MODEL FRAME U-2
JUL 17 64 10 11. 3
010 $ WIZ PROGRAM Y. C. YEN ( ) . ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( )
020 $ BUCKLING OF MODEL FRAME U-2 ( ) ( ) .( ) ( ) ( .)
030 D DIM. (16), INV •. (502), A(289), B(289) ( ) ( ) ( ); ( ) .( ) .
040 MY =40.5,R=1.023E-3,PY=44.2q,L=60,H=44 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
050 BACK CRDP ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( ) ( )
OQO INCREMENT=O. 01 . $ .FOR P ONLY ( : ) ( ) .( ) ( " ) ( )
070 BEGN P-0.4 (- ) ( ) (10 '- ) ( ') ( ) ,
080 F1=-0.0425*P*P-0.1363*P-t().4509 ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) (20 )
090 10 F1=~0.34713*P*P+0.02423*P+0.~3543 ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) ( )
116 20 Y1=4*MY*F1/(R*H) ( ) ( ,) ( ) ( ) ( )
120 (S=2*P/3l -0.4 ( ) ( ) (30 ), ( ) ( )
,130 , F2=-0.0425*8*s-0.1363*8+0.4509 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (40 )
140 . 30 F2=-0. 34713~(S*S+'0.02423*S+0.43543 . , ( ) ,(. ) ( ) ( ) ( )
150 40 Y2=4*MY*F2/(R*H) ( ) ( ), . ( ) ( ) ( )
l~Q CT=P/3)-0.4 ( ) ( ) (50 ) ( ) ( )
170 F3=-0.0425*T*T-0.1363*T+0.4509 ( ) (. ) ( ) ( ) (60 )
180 50 F3=-0. 34713*T*T+0. 02423*T+0.43543 /- ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (, ~190 60 Y3=4*MY*F3/(R*H) ( ) ( ,- ( ') ( ) ( )
,ZOO MB=P*PY*L/(12*MY)-1.16 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) '( )
205' T=28.8*MR**MB*-81.0*MB*MB+72.3*MB-19.8 ( ) ( :' ) ( ) ( ) ( )
210 X=3. 1416*3. 1416*MY*T/(16*R*L) ( ) ( ) ( ) '( ) ( , )
220 Z=P*PY*H/90 ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ). ( )
·230 N=l. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
240 70 A(N)=O ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
250 (N=N+1)-290 '( ) ( ) ( ( ) (70 ), ( )
260 A(1) =2*Yl-12*Z ( ) ( ) ( ). ( ) ( ) ,
270 A(19)=2*Y1+2*Y2-20*Z+26*X ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
280 A(37)=2*Y2+2*Y3-12*7+26*X ( ,) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
290 A(55)=2*Y 3-4*Z+26*X ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
300 A(73 )=2*Yl-12*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
310 A(91)=2*Y1+2*Y2~20*Z ( .) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
320 A(109)=2*Y2+2*Y3-12*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
330 A(127 )=2*Y3-4*Z ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ') ( ) i
-~:: 340 A(145)=A(163)=A(281)=26*X ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) -/-)
~
. -. .. _~ ....
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) (80 ) (
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. A(30)=A (47)=A (98)=A (115)=A (206)=A (207)=A (210)C (
###-A(211)= 3*Y2+6*Z .





1ff1f1=A (283 )=fI6*3. 1416*X : '/
A=DIM. (17,17)
B=INV. (A)




PVLH, P, D, B(9)';~G?;':~
END$END OF THE PROGRAM
44 $H 4.2000000-01 $P -1.1881061+60 $D
fiEND OF DATA# CARD READ AS DATA
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